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1 Summary 

1.1 Introduction 

This technical report has been prepared at the request of a listed company, Awalé Resources 

Limited (TSX.V: ARIC) whose address is 8681 Clay Street, Mission, British Columbia, V4S 1E7, 

Canada. Awalé Resources Limited has entered into a binding letter agreement dated 

September 12, 2022, with Colossal Gold Resources Limited and the shareholders of Colossal 

to acquire 100% of the issued share capital of Colossal. 

The author of this report is a registered geologist with the European Federation of Geologist 

under number # 1078. Euro Geologists are recognised by the mineral reporting authorities in 

Australia, Canada, South Africa and London as professionals accredited to sign reports on 

mineral resources within their area of expertise and in the valuation of mining companies 

quoted on the Stock Exchanges. 

1.2 Sources of data used in the report 

Data used in this report is produced by Consolidated Gold Resources N.V. (CGR) as part of their 

exploration program as well as private reports and publicly available maps and reports on the 

Goliath Project area and adjacent areas referenced in this report. 

The author has relied upon Chris Hughes, COO of Colossal Gold Resources for the information 

included in this report on mineral tenure, surface rights and permitting. Anne Tomlinson and 

Ian Stockton, respectively from Southern Geoscience Consultants (SGC) and CSA Global, 

prepared and compiled an interpretation of the airborne magnetic and radiometric survey 

flown by Terraquest Ltd in March 2020. 

1.3 Project setting 

The Northwest Goliath Project (NWGP: made of Goliath, Koluku, Savanna and Aura licenses) 

is located approximately 100km south-west of the capital Paramaribo in the Para and 

Sipaliwini Districts, centred on coordinates E650525, N559632 (WGS84, UTM Zone 21N). 

The NWGP is a contiguous land package consisting of three exploration licences and one 

exploitation licence covering an area of 22,250 ha (222.5 km²). The NWGP is also adjacent to 

the Renarte exploration licence, which was under an option agreement (the Renarte option 

has subsequently not been pursued by CGR). 

The climate in the Project area is tropical with two rainy seasons each year from late April to 

mid-August (long rainy season) and early December to early February (short rainy season), 
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and two dry and moderately hot seasons from August to December (long dry season) and 

February to April (short dry season). 

The Project area lies to the west of the Saramacca River and to the east of the Tibiti River in a 

largely undeveloped part of Suriname. The surficial features of the Project area are the 

product of a tropical and wet weathering environment resulting in a deep weathering profile. 

The original vegetation, where undisturbed by human activity, consists of primary rainforest. 

Trees have a shallow root system and can be dangerous in storms. 

Rainy season can make field work in remote areas challenging, however exploration activities 

can be carried out all year round on the property. 

1.4 Mineral tenure 

CGR was granted three exploration licences by the Geologische Mijnbouwkundige Dienst van 

Suriname or Geological and Mining Service of Suriname (GMD). The three exploration licences 

(Savanna, Aura, and Koluku) were initially granted in 2020 for a three-year term and the 

renewal applications for the second term have been submitted on time, the 14th October 

2022. 

CGR was granted one exploitation licence by the Geologische Mijnbouwkundige Dienst van 

Suriname or Geological and Mining Service of Suriname (GMD). The Goliath exploitation 

licence was initially granted in 2020 for a fifteen-year term, expiring in 2035. 

1.5 History 

The Project area has a long history of artisanal gold mining by traditional landowners of alluvial 

and colluvial workings and mineralized saprolite. The current alluvial workings in the main 

Project area, centred in the Goliath licence, are believed to have commenced circa 2008. The 

colluvial and mineralized saprolite workings are believed to have commenced circa 2018. 

Historically, the Goliath licence area consisted of three licences (Powisie, Sabajo West and 

Sabajo East), these licences were consolidated to form the Goliath exploration licence when 

CGR was incorporated in December 2018. Subsequently, the Goliath exploitation licence was 

granted in June 2020. 

There is no known prior exploration work conducted by licence holders, except for work by 

the state minerals company, Grassalco N.V. and Golden Star. Grassalco conducted soil 

geochemistry sampling grids in limited areas of the Project, the method of sample collection 

and assay results are unknown. Golden Star completed a BLEG sampling program, the details 

and results have not been provided. 
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In 2019-2020 a soil geochemistry program has shown gold anomalism continues south of the 

Goliath Pit. During the 2021-2022 season a 4531m (526 holes) deep auger drilling program 

successfully confirmed gold mineralization in saprolite along strike of the Goliath Pit area. The 

broad spaced auger drill lines completed in this program have confirmed the mineralized trend 

extends to 3km strike, and the lower tenor mineralized trend extends to 5km strike and 

remains untested to the NE and SW. 

In 2019, CGR completed a scout diamond drilling program at the Goliath Pit, within the Goliath 

licence area. Six diamond drillholes were drilled for a total length of 909m. Two of these holes 

were abandoned. The scout diamond drilling program intercepted significant mineralization 

at the Goliath Pit with assay values up to 31.2 g/t Au and a high-grade mineralized zone of 9m 

at 4.99 g/t Au within a broader zone of 29m at 2.12 g/t Au (apparent width).  

The mineralization is intrusive related and structurally controlled, hosted within a deformed 

and altered felsic intrusive body. Deformation and foliation intensity increases proximal to the 

mineralized zones as well as silicification and potassic alteration. Gold occurs within folded 

and sheared hydrothermal quartz-carbonate veins and veinlet arrays, and zones of 

brecciation, with pyrite and arsenopyrite. 

No downhole survey or core orientation data has been made available. The exact diamond 

drillhole collar locations cannot be verified as the Goliath Pit has expanded in size since the 

drill campaign, to cover the drillhole collar locations. 

Samples were selected based on geology, veining and sulphide mineralization. Sample lengths 

ranged from 0.75m to 3.50m, but in general were 1m sample lengths, and respect lithological 

contacts. Unweathered samples were cut in half using a diamond saw and saprolite core was 

cut in half with a knife with fragments of quartz vein material split by a diamond saw. The half 

of the core sample not submitted for assaying was returned to the core box with the sample 

interval and sample number clearly indicated for future reference.  

Assay samples were labelled and placed into a plastic sample bag and sealed in rice bags for 

transportation to Filab Suriname in Paramaribo for analysis. Certified Reference Material 

(CRMs) and blank material were placed in the sample sequence at a ratio of approximately 

1:20 samples. 

At Filab, samples were dried, crushed to < 2.5mm (where necessary), split and pulverised to < 

90 µm and analysed using the 50g Fire Assay procedure, ICP-AES finish with a low detection 

limit of 0.005 ppm. Additionally, core samples for DD4 were tested for a suite of 19 multi-

elements by multi-acid digest, ICP-MS finish. 
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1.6 Geology and mineralization 

The NWGP is dominated by the Paramaka Formation of the Marowijne Supergroup, a 

greenstone belt which hosts several deposits in Suriname including the Saramacca and 

Rosebel deposits. Prospect scale mapping and sampling at the NWGP has confirmed 

similarities to the alteration assemblages and mineralization observed at these major 

deposits. 

Interpretation of detailed aerial magnetic and radiometric surveys completed by CGR have 

revealed a NNE structural orientation associated with moderate to intense folding of the 

Paramaka Formation. This NNE trend is offset and crosscut by a series of NW structures which 

may be important controls on gold mineralization. This metavolcanic belt is bound to the east 

and west by interpreted basin sediments. These lithological contacts are currently interpreted 

to be similar to the ‘belt-basin margin’ contacts of the Birimian in west Africa, which are 

considered highly prospective for economic gold mineralization. 

Gold is, so far, the only economic metal of interest within the project. At the Goliath pit, 

mineralization expresses itself with quartz veins with at least two sets. Quartz veins, in the 

weathered zone are saccharoidal and, sometimes, associated with iron oxides from sulfides 

oxidation. Within the fresh rock, veins are centimetric to decimetric and show a 

quartz/carbonate/sulphide (pyrite mainly) main assemblage and they are often accompanied 

with strong to extreme potassic alteration, strong silicification, moderate to strong 

sericitization. Economic grades are associated with the veins. Grades may also be associated 

with fresh rock and no veins but disseminated pyrite (<2%) is always present. The host rock, 

at Goliath Pit, is a felsic intrusive of plutonic origin that is defined as a quartz monzonite. 

1.7 Exploration 

At the issue date of the Technical Report, no exploration works were conducted by Awalé 

Resources Limited. 

1.8 Drilling 

At the issue date of the Technical Report, no drilling works were conducted by Awalé 

Resources Limited. 

1.9 Sample preparation, analyses and security 

Consolidated Gold Resources staff have been involved with, or responsible for, the following 

throughout the project: 
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Sample collection, sample preparation of BLEG, soil and rock chip samples, core splitting, 

delivery of samples to the analytical laboratory, sample storage and sample security. 

All analytical procedures that support the exploration program, including sample preparation 

and analysis, were performed by independent analytical laboratories without company 

involvement. 

Note 1: The grass root exploration program started in 2019 and it was noted, from database 

auditing, that several information is missing until the Project is properly supervised, from 

2021, by Chris Hughes, Chief Operating Officer of Colossal Gold Resources. 

Note 2: two complete internal Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) dedicated to panned 

sediments sampling and to Auger follow-up, sampling and QA/QC process were put in place 

by CGR’s COO in July 2022. Both were reviewed by the author. All steps are clearly described 

and reach the level of quality assessment required for mineral exploration. 

1.9.1 Geochemical sampling 

Prior to 2021, information was provided from an internal activity report, Exploration verslag; 

Definitieve Exploratie Resultaten Aan De Minister van Natuurlijke Hulpbronnen dated February 

2020. It is noted that grab and pan samples were taken by geologists and sent to the 

laboratory for Fire Assay. Pan samples were also taken to assess if there is gold in the area. No 

more indication is noted regarding the methodology. 

At the date of that same cited report, several trenches were dug. The shallowest ones were 

systematically sampled at 1 meter interval. Other trenches were sampled by bulk sampling in 

the field. A quantity of one cubic meter was washed in a sluice box from every 5 meters 

interval. 

From 2021, stream sediments samples were collected and directly hand panned to check 

presence of visible gold. 

Note: no azimuth and dip were recorded for trenches and there is no “from to” for the 

samples. 

1.9.2 Auger sampling 

Prior to 2021, mechanical auger was used, and depth of the holes varied between 7 and 15 

meters. Samples were collected on one meter interval. 

From 2021, mechanical and hand auger were used. Depth of the mechanical auger holes 

varied between 2.5 and 18 meters. There was one representative sample collected per hole 

with a composite bulk sample made of the last three meters of each hole. Depth of the hand 

auger holes varied between 0.5 and 10 meters. There was one representative sample 
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collected per hole with a composite bulk sample made of the last three meters of each hole 

for most of the cases. 

Note: Author did not check the auger chip trays and sample booklets. 

1.9.3 Core sampling 

Core samples from the exploration holes drilled in 2019 show different length according to 

core recovery and geological limits (lithological, alteration, veining etc…). 77% of the samples 

are comprised between 1 and 1.10 meters. Half core is sampled. 

Note: sample core diameter is not noted in the database and the information should be added. 

Sample core type (half and quarter core) should be added too. 

1.9.4 Analytical and test laboratory 

All assayed samples were prepared for fire assay (Au only), ICP-MS and ICP-AES (multi-

elements) by FILAB SURINAME located Aboenawrokostraat N°71, Paramaribo. FILAB has the 

ISO 9001:2015 certification (renewed in 2021) valid until December 4, 2024. Author of the 

report visited twice the laboratory in 2021 while working for another company in Suriname. 

One batch of samples (field samples) was sent to Enza Analytical Services located 

Schietbaanweg, Paramaribo for umpire testing. 

FILAB SURINAME and Enza Analytical Services are independents from Consolidated Gold 

Resources and Awalé Resources Limited. 

1.9.5 Sample preparation 

The FILAB sample preparation procedure (FILAB code PSTA1) consisted of: 

Drying at 105°C, Crush up to one kilogram passing 2.5 millimetres, Rifle split to get 250 to 350 

grams, Pulverize to 85% passing 90 µm. 

1.9.6 Sample analysis 

The method used to dissolve the gold/silver bead is the classic Aqua Regia method with an 

ICP-AES finish. 

The method used to dissolve samples for multi-elements analysis is a four acids attack. Tubes 

are the assayed with inductively coupled plasma. 
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1.10 Quality assurances and quality control 

1.10.1 QA/QC on drilling samples 

The QA/QC protocol on drill samples should have included field duplicates (FD). However, the 

resampling program by the author of this report partly compensate the original lack of FDs. 

Coarse and pulp duplicates show a good analytical precision by the assay laboratory. The 

failure of two standards should have prompted re-assaying at the time. But more important 

is the fact that: 

•  only 24 standards are above 0.1 g/t gold reducing the effective content of 

standards in the drill sample shipments from 5% to 3%,  

• There is a lack of standard above 1.22 g/t gold and  

• the presence of only 2 real blank samples representing 0.25% of all samples is 

insufficient.  

Despite these limitations on the QA/QC protocol, particularly in the monitoring of the 

analytical accuracy, and follow-up of sample sections with failing standard results, no major 

issue with the assay results could be identified and the results seem to fairly represent the 

gold content of the core at an exploration stage. The QA/QC protocol and follow-up will need 

to be reinforced for further drilling. 

1.10.2 QA/QC on Auger samples 

As there was virtually no QA/QC program for the auger samples collected in 2019, the 

following conclusion only concerns auger samples collected in 2021-2022: 

The 14 standards including 2 that may be considered as geochemical blanks (standards with 

expected assay result of 12 ppb gold) globally returned expected assay results with only, as 

for core samples, weaker assay results in the very low-grade standards. The field duplicates 

show very little dispersion of the results. Considering that the soil program is only an 

exploration program and not a surface definition program, the 2021 QA/QC protocol is 

considered adequate and its results satisfactory. Introduction of real blanks are recommended 

for future programs. 

1.10.3 QA/QC on exploration samples 

For rock and trench samples, 24 standards samples returned generally acceptable assay 

results but with lower values in very low-grade standards. The highest standard used was 

0.674 g/t gold for a highest assay of 6.8 g/t gold, it is recommended to also use higher-grade 

standards in the future. The 24 field duplicates show very little dispersion of the results. 
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However, they are all low-grade with the highest assay result of a field duplicate being 0.434 

g/t gold. 

For soil samples, blanks returned correct assay results of 0.001 g/t gold. The 19 standards 

samples returned generally lower assay in very low-grade standards. The only higher standard 

was correctly assayed at 0.501 g/t gold for a target value of 0.504 g/t gold. The highest soil 

samples were assayed at 0.880 g/t gold. The 26 field duplicates show very little dispersion of 

the soil results. 

Note: Despite weaknesses in the QA/QC protocol and follow-up of failures, the assay results 

are considered as acceptable at the exploration stage. In regard with the database provided, 

it is clear, again, that there is a difference on ground exploration work follow-up since 2021. 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) were put in place in order to enhance QA/QC protocols 

and follow-up for future work and particularly for any sampling program that may be 

considered in future resource estimates 

1.11 Data verification 

1.11.1 Databases 

Consolidated Gold Resources data are stored in two main Excel folders where historic records 

(prior to 2021) and actual ones are merged. 

Diamond drill holes, mechanical auger and hand auger data are stored in the first three sheets 

of the first folder (collars, survey, and assays). Next sheet is dedicated for field samples that 

includes grab, channel, trenches, and composite data + assays. The fifth one is dedicated for 

soil samples; the sixth one for stream sediments and the last one for field observations. Auger 

geology, DD geology and DD recovery are stored in the last three sheets. 

The second Excel folder records all quality assessment and quality control put in place by 

Consolidated Gold Resources and by the laboratories which assayed the samples. 

The data comparison between the two Excel folders can be done using filters on columns: 

Laboratory job numbers, on sample numbers, and on sample type. There is one database 

manager dedicated to data entry and data verification. 

Note 1: the merging of all data was done when the Project had a continuous supervision since 

2021. Prior to that date, numerous Excel files were stored in different folders. Not all 

information was noted such as date of drilling, laboratory report date, supervising 

technician/geologist for example. Data prior to 2021 do not have a 100% confidence. 

Note 2: a protocol for data entry should be written to not repeat mistakes done prior 2021. 
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Note 3: the use of Excel folders for data recording can be a source of errors (copy and paste, 

merging etc..). It is recommended to create listings to reduce potential errors and an internal 

QA/QC procedure for data check. 

Note 4: it was noted on the second Excel folder that numerous laboratory reports are 

associated with Soil but should be associated with Auger. It is recommended to associate the 

reports with Auger as depth of samples collected and sample preparation are not the same 

between auger samples and soil samples. 

1.11.2 Analysis certificates 

Certificates are stored in a dedicated folder. Certificates from May 13, 2019 to May 11 2022, 

are present. Certificates prior to May 2019 are missing. 

Note: it is therefore recommended to request the laboratory to double check and send the 

missing certificates to complete the database. 

1.11.3 Field verifications 

No drill collars and trenches could be checked in the field as the size of the illegal pit increased 

and destroyed any collar beacon erected at that time. 

Mineralised parts of holes DD2, DD4 and DD5 and the entire hole DD3 were checked by the 

author. It was noted that not all core boxes have precise depth noted. Core blocks are made 

of wood and depth notation is illegible in most of the case. The end of each sample is marked 

with paper tag and in most of the case there are no annotations on the core box itself. 

Historic logs show that holes were logged per sample but with no code to describe geological, 

structural and hydrothermal features. Drill holes were then relogged by the new team put in 

place in 2021 with proper codes to describe main features and it was done by domains rather 

than per sample interval. 

The holes were not surveyed and oriented downhole. Therefore, there is no complete survey 

and structural database. 

It is worth noting that the holes were drilled in four different directions below the open pit for 

a quick check to confirm presence of gold, understand the mineralization expression and to 

describe the host rock. It may explain the lack of rigor in the sampling and the method of 

logging. 
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1.11.4 Assays verification 

Quarter core re-assays were done on 15 samples on which 7 QA/QC samples were added (3 

CRM and 4 blanks). Core boxes were transported to Paramaribo where samples were cut and 

prepared. Notations were added to the core boxes where ¼ samples were selected. 

Sample preparation was the same method as the one done in 2019. FILAB confirmed they 

didn’t change the analysis equipment since then. Gravimetry finish for all samples above 5 g/t 

Au was requested. 

One standard, CDN-GS-P6D, fell outside of the mean +-2 standard deviations prompting a 

request for re-assaying surrounding samples 7406 to 7411. The new results show standard re-

assay is now correct. Re-assayed samples around the CRM show results in accordance with 

what was previously analyzed. 

One sample inversion is confirmed with sample number 6446 on DD3. For most of the other 

samples, re-assaying show lower gold grade possibly explained by the fact that less material 

is tested (1/4 core vs ½ core) and by probable nugget effects. High grade zones are confirmed. 

Gold presence in the vein system is confirmed as well as economic grades. 

1.12 QP’S opinion on data adequacy 

The QP is of the opinion that the data used in this Technical Report is adequate for its use. 

1.13 Interpretation and conclusions 

The group of permits forming the NWGP is located on the western limit of the Marowijne 

Greenstone Belt. Goliath exploitation permit and Renarte exploration licence were the subject 

of an airborne geophysical survey, the interpretation of which showed a NNE structural 

orientation associated with moderate to intense folding of the Paramaka Formation. This 

trend is also reflected in the geology with a metavolcanic belt dominating the central parts of 

the project area. This metavolcanic belt is bound to the east and west by basin sediments. 

These lithological contacts are currently interpreted to be similar to the ‘belt-basin margin’ 

contacts of the Birimian in west Africa, which are considered highly prospective for economic 

gold mineralization. 

The area currently mined illegally has shown that gold is expressed in a network of 

quartz/carbonate/sulphide veins hosted in a felsic rock of plutonic origin defined as a quartz 

monzonite. The extension to the NE and SW of the gold mineralization has been demonstrated 

by the interpretation of the geochemical results from the auger samples. 
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The geophysical interpretation and the expression of the mineralization demonstrated by the 

2019 diamond drilling show that the Goliath project has similarities to carry gold deposits 

similar to those present within the Guyana Shield. The exploration at the Northwest Goliath 

Project merits significant further exploration and warrants the funding to advance, including 

a drilling program. The exploration of Consolidated Gold Resources has demonstrated 

mineralization extension around the Goliath pit. The area is structurally complex and requires 

good interpretation to track felsic intrusives and exploring the contacts between the 

Paramaka formation and the interpreted sedimentary basins. It will generate new possible 

drill targets. 

The team managing and supervising the mineral exploration since 2021 has the experience to 

conduct such type of exploration program and meet the industry standards expected 

regarding data entry, data quality and data interpretation. 

1.14 Risks and Uncertainties 

The risks and uncertainties that could affect mineral exploration on the Goliath Project are the 

same as for all exploration programs and strategies. As for the exploration information the 

data comprises field data from low level geochemical (including drillhole assays) and 

geophysical programs with a very low level of risk. After mid May 2021, the methodologies 

used for sampling and assaying are considered appropriate and have a very low level of risk 

associated with them. Geological interpretation of the assembled desktop and field data is 

considered by the Author as entirely reasonable with a low level of risk. The exploration data 

is considered reliable. 

In addition, there are currently no permitting and surface rights issues that prevent Awalé 

Resources Limited from completing their future exploration and drilling programs on the 

Project. 

However, the presence of illegal miners currently working and exploiting the Goliath Pit within 

the Project represents a social and environmental risks. 

The biggest risk to mineral exploration is the non-occurrence of mineralization of a significant 

tenor as to be available for economic extraction. This can only be established by conducting 

exploration programs. The staged exploration process allows for careful management of 

geoscientific risk and will optimize to delineate the mineralization. 

1.15 Recommendations 

A detailed 18-month exploration program, divided in two phases is recommended over the 

NWG project. Advancing on phase 2 is contingent on positive results in the Phase 1 Total 

proposed budget is estimated at 1 929 950 USD. 
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Proposed exploration budget for 2023/2024 

  

Phase 1 Phase 2

Structural evaluation Ground Geophysics

Structure mapping (geologists time) Ground geophysics gradient + IP 60 000

Channel sampling - colluvium (250 samples) 6 000 Diamond Drilling

Trenching (digging and sampling, 1000 samples) 12 500 DD pad preparation - excavator 10 000

Structural expertise 12 000 Diamond Drilling (5000m) 750 000

Ground Geophysics DD sampling 125 000

Ground geophysics test program 12 000 Lidar

Target Generation Acquire  90 000

Stream sediment sampling (150 samples) 3 750 Interpret 10 000

Airborne Geophysical Survey Auger Drilling

Acquire 75 000 Auger line preparation - excavator 15 000

Interpret 15 000 Auger Drilling (2500m) 75 000

Assess aeromag targets 18 250 Auger sampling 7 500

Auger Drilling Camp, salaries, management (12 month) 240 000

Auger line preparation - excavator 15 000 TOTAL 1 382 500

Auger Drilling (2500m) 75 000

Auger sampling 7 500 10% contingencies 138 250

Camp, salaries, management (6 month) 120 000 TOTAL EXPLORATION PHASE 2 1 520 750

TOTAL 372 000

10% contingency 37 200

TOTAL EXPLORATION PHASE 1 409 200 TOTAL EXPLORATION PHASE 1 AND 2 1 929 950
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Reason for technical report 

This technical report has been prepared at the request of a listed company, Awalé Resources 

Limited (TSX.V: ARIC) whose address is 8681 Clay Street, Mission, British Columbia, V4S 1E7, 

Canada. Awalé Resources Limited has entered into a binding letter agreement dated 

September 12, 2022, with Colossal Gold Resources Limited and the shareholders of Colossal 

to acquire 100% of the issued share capital of Colossal. 

Colossal is a private holding company with a gold portfolio focused on the greenstone belt of 

Suriname, South America. Colossal holds, through its wholly owned Surinamese subsidiary, 

Consolidated Gold Resources N.V., a 100% interest in certain existing mineral exploration and 

exploitation licences in Suriname. 

Final TSX-V acceptance of the Acquisition is conditional on Awalé Resources Limited satisfying 

the requirements outlined in the TSXV's conditional acceptance letter in compliance with TSXV 

Policy 5.3. 

This report is to comply with disclosure and reporting requirements set forth in the National 

Instrument 43-101 Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects (NI 43-101), Companion Policy 

43-101CP to NI 43-101 and Form 43-101F1 of NI 43-101. 

2.2 Sources of data used in report 

Data used in this report is produced by Consolidated Gold Resources N.V. (CGR) as part of their 

exploration program as well as private reports and publicly available maps and reports on the 

Goliath Project area and adjacent areas referenced in this report. These include: 

• Airborne horizontal Magnetic Gradient and Radiometric Survey, done over the Goliath 

Project, Suriname, 2020. Operations report done by Terraquest Limited. 

• Interpretation of airborne geophysical data, 2020, by Southern Geoscience 

Consultants. 

2.3 Qualifications of qualified person and site visit 

The author of this technical report has made monthly trips to French Guiana since 2017 and 

to Suriname since 2021. The author has managed and conducted exploration programs 

throughout these two countries and has acted as consultant for several companies exploring 

or mining for gold. 
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For purposes of this current report, Dennis Lahondès visited the exploitation permit on 

October 14 and 15, 2022 to review main accesses, facilities, outcrops of interest, core samples 

and on-going exploration. He collected 15 samples from four diamond drill holes (3 from DD2, 

8 from DD3, 3 from DD4 and 1 from DD5) to compare results with earlier sampling. Before 

that, presentation of the company, review of the permitting rights and of the database were 

done on October 13, 2022. Check sampling (cutting ¼ core) and sample shipment were done 

on October 16, 2022 by the author. The check samples were sent to Filab Suriname for re-

assaying on October 17, 2022 and results were received the following day. 

The author of this report has no interest, shares or options in Awalé Resources, Colossal Gold 

Resources or Consolidated Gold Resources and has received no offer or promise of stock, 

options or future interest in Awalé Resources or Colossal Gold Resources or Consolidated Gold 

Resources. Dennis Lahondès is an independent qualified person for this report as defined by 

the current regulations for 43-101. Through GexplOre ARL, the author provides similar services 

to other concessions holders and private and public companies in Suriname, French Guiana 

and in other countries in Africa and South America. 

EurGeol Dennis Lahondès is a registered geologist with the European Federation of Geologist 

under number # 1078. Euro Geologists are recognised by the mineral reporting authorities in 

Australia, Canada, South Africa and London as professionals accredited to sign reports on 

mineral resources within their area of expertise and in the valuation of mining companies 

quoted on the Stock Exchanges. 
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2.4 Georeferencing and units used in report 

The coordinate reference system used in the maps is the EPSG32621 (WGS84/UTM zone 21N). 

Units of measurement used in this report conform to the SI (metric) system. 

°C   Degree Celsius   
cm   Centimeter   
E East 
g   Gram   
g/t   Gram per ton   
Ha Hectares 

Kbar Kilobar 
kg Kilogram  
km Kilometer   
km2 Square kilometer   
m Meter   
mm Millimeter   

N North 
% Percent 
ppb Part per billion 
ppm Part per million   
RL Relative elevation 

S Second   
S South 
t Metric ton   
USD $ United States Dollars 
W West 
 yr   Year   

3 Reliance on other experts 

The author has relied upon Chris Hughes, COO of Colossal Gold Resources for the information 

included in this report on mineral tenure, surface rights and permitting. The author has 

reviewed the agreement and documents regarding the permits, but is not a legal expert in 

Suriname law, mineral agreements or the rules and laws governing exploration rights and thus 

relies on the information provided by CGR. The author saw no obvious issues during his review 

for these documents. 
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4 Property description and location 

4.1 Property Location 

Colossal Gold Resources, through its wholly owned Surinamese subsidiary, Consolidated Gold 

Resources N.V. (CGR), has a 100% interest in three exploration licences and one exploitation 

licence, “the Project”, located in the Republic of Suriname (Figure 1), , the Northwest Goliath 

Project (NWGP) totalling 22,250 hectares (222.5 km²). 

The NWGP (made of Goliath, Koluku, Savanna and Aura licenses) is located approximately 

100km south-west of the capital Paramaribo in the Para and Sipaliwini Districts, centred on 

coordinates E650525, N559632 (WGS84, UTM Zone 21N). 

 

Figure 1: Consolidated Gold Resources project location* 

*Rosebel and Saramacca MRMR numbers from IAG news release 23rd February 2022; ‘IAMGOLD REPORTS 2021 

ATTRITUBALE RESERVES OF 12.4 MILLION OUNCES AND ATTRIBUTABLE M&I RESOURCES OF 22.1 MILLION 

OUNCES’ 

*Merian MRMR numbers from Newmont news release 24th February 2022; ‘NEWMONT REPORTS 2021 

MINERAL RESERVES OF 93 MILLION GOLD OUNCES AND 65 MILLION GOLD EQUIVALENT OUNCES’ 
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Note: Author of the Technical Report has been unable to verify the measured and inferred gold 

resources cited above. These resources are not necessarily indicative of the mineralization on 

the property that is the subject of the Technical Report 

4.2 Legal agreements 

Colossal originally acquired the Licenses from a third party (the "Vendor") and agreed to make 

certain future payments to the Vendor. Upon Closing of the acquisition of Colossal Gold 

Resources Limited by Awalé (the “Acquisition”), Awalé has agreed to assume from Colossal 

the following payment obligations to the Vendor: 

• Payment of US$250,000 on Closing of the Acquisition or as otherwise agreed; 

• Payments totaling a maximum of US$1.75M following issuance of a technical report 

prepared in accordance National Instrument 43-101 – Standards for Disclosure of 

Mineral Projects establishing a mineral resource on the Project on the following basis: 

1. US$0.50 per ounce of gold for reported accumulated ounces of up to 999,999 

ounces of gold (the " Initial Ounces) 

2. US$1.00 per ounce of gold for reported accumulated ounces of one million 

ounces or greater of gold plus an additional payment of US$0.50 per Initial Ounce 

Other than the obligations noted above, the Northwest Goliath Project is not subject to any 

royalties, back-in-rights, payments of other agreements or encumbrances. 

4.3 Land tenure 

The NWGP is a contiguous land package (Figure 2) consisting of three exploration licences and 

one exploitation licence covering an area of 22,250 ha (222.5 km²). The NWGP is also adjacent 

to the Renarte exploration licence, which, was under an option agreement (the Renarte option 

has subsequently not been pursued by CGR). 
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Figure 2: Northwest Goliath project location 

Exploration and mining activities in Suriname are governed by the Ministry of Natural 

Resources under the Mining Decree of 1986, which states that mining rights are divided into 

right of reconnaissance, right of exploration, right of exploitation, right of small-scale mining 

and right to quarry building materials. 

Note: for the purpose of this technical report, the visit was limited to the Northwest Goliath 

Project and focused on the Goliath exploitation license where most of the exploration activity 

has been done. Therefore, the author did not visit Koluku, Savanna and Aura exploration 

licenses. 

4.3.1 Exploration licenses 

Exploration rights are granted for an initial three-year term and can cover an area no larger 

than 40,000 ha. Two terms of renewal can be granted, each of two years duration. Each 

renewal must be accompanied by a 25% reduction in size of the exploration right. Annual and 

quarterly reports on activities completed must be provided. 

The Mining Decree 1986 gives the right of exploration holder the exclusive right to explore for 

the minerals requested on the surface and subsurface within the boundaries of the 

exploration licence. Exploration rights give the holder the right to drill, construct exploration 

camps and perform detailed surface and underground exploration but not commercial 
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production. The Mining Decree 1986 also provides for the holder of the right of exploration to 

apply for a right of exploitation.  

From Year 1, there is an annual payment requirement to the Government in the form of a land 

tax of 5.00 Surinamese Dollars per hectare (approximately US$0.20 per hectare).  

CGR were granted three exploration licences by the Geologische Mijnbouwkundige Dienst van 

Suriname or Geological and Mining Service of Suriname (GMD). The three exploration licences 

(Savanna, Aura, Koluku) were initially granted in 2020 for a three-year term and the renewal 

applications for the second term have been submitted on time, the 14th October 2022. 

Project Area GMD No. Licence Name Licence Type Area (ha) Area (km²) Grant Date 

NWGP 403/19 Savanna Exploration 4922 49.2 26th January 2020 

NWGP 404/19 Aura Exploration 7583 75.8 26th January 2020 

NWGP 633/20 Koluku Exploration 5885 58.9 15th June 2020 

Table 1: Consolidated Gold Resources exploration licence summary 

4.3.2 Exploitation licenses 

Exploitation rights are typically granted as 10,000 ha areas and have a 25-year term. The 

Mining Decree 1986 has provision for the exploitation right to be extended under conditions 

to be negotiated with the Government at the time of renewal. Renewal applications must be 

submitted no later than two years prior to the expiry of the right. The Mining Decree 1986 

states that the Republic of Suriname reserves the right to participate. Annual and quarterly 

reports on activities completed must be provided. 

From Year 1, there is an annual payment requirement to the Government in the form of a land 

tax. For the first five years, the required sum is 10.00 Surinamese Dollars per hectare 

(approximately US$0.40 per hectare). From Years 6 to 10, the amount increases by 120% from 

the five-year payment; from Years 11 to 15, the amount is 150% of the five-year payment; and 

from Year 15 onward, the payment is 200% of the five-year payment amount. 

Exploitation rights are granted for specific minerals. Exploitation rights holders can work on, 

process, transport and market the mined minerals, construct mine facilities, continue 

reconnaissance and exploration activities and use and process standing timber and building 

materials within the rights boundary. 
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CGR were granted one exploitation licence by the Geologische Mijnbouwkundige Dienst van 

Suriname or Geological and Mining Service of Suriname (GMD). The Goliath exploitation 

licence was initially granted in 2020 for a fifteen-year term, expiring in 2035. 

Project Area GMD No. Licence Name Licence Type Area (ha) Area (km²) Grant Date 

NWGP 668/20 Goliath Exploitation 3860 38.6 22nd June 2020 

Table 2: Consolidated Gold Resources exploitation licence summary 

4.4 Environmental liabilities 

CGR has group Environmental and Social Governance (ESG) policies in place, striving to use 

resources sparingly, committing to responsible stewardship of natural resources and the 

environment for present and future generations. CGR aims to operate in an innovative manner 

that prevents, mitigates, and manages the effects the operations have on the environment 

and biodiversity, and the communities in which they operate. 

There are no known environmental liabilities associated with the rights of exploration or 

exploitation that affects the ability of CGR to conduct exploration and exploitation activities. 

To the author’s knowledge, the government has not required any licence holder to take 

environmental responsibility for any small-scale mining activities within the licence 

boundaries. 

The Mining Law states that a concession holder works according to best international 

environmental practices but there are no specific requirements. The author knows of no 

significant factors or risks to prevent exploration and exploitation by CGR on the project areas 

in terms of access rights, title, or local community relations. 
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5 Accessibility, climate, local resources, infrastructure and 

physiography 

5.1 Accessibility 

The visited Project area is located approximately 100km south-west of the capital city 

Paramaribo and is initially reached via the Indira Gandhiweg paved highway travelling 60km 

south from Paramaribo to the Johan Adolf Pengel International Airport at Zanderij. 

The paved highway continues to the south-west towards Pikin Saron for a further 10km, after 

which a 4x4 vehicle is required as the route changes to a dirt and laterite-covered road. The 

dirt and laterite-covered road is of variable quality depending on the amount of rain and state 

of road repair but is generally well maintained. 

After crossing the Saramacca River via a road bridge, the road continues to the south-west for 

a further 40km along the JFK highway logging road towards a turnoff for the NWGP. At the 

turnoff to the main NWGP area, access continues south for 20km along the narrow dirt and 

laterite-covered Goliath Road to the main Goliath exploration camp. 

During the dry season, it takes approximately 3-4 hours to travel from Paramaribo to the main 

Goliath exploration camp. Within the Project area access is by road and ATV trail. 

The JFK highway logging road to the Project area is generally well maintained and can be 

driven on with caution during the wet seasons. However, access roads in the Project area are 

typically dirt, laterite and saprolite clay and are not accessible year-round, as they wash out 

or become hazardous during the wet seasons. In the rainy seasons, a high-water table also 

causes flooding in low-lying areas and makes access to the Project area challenging. 

5.2 Climate 

The climate in Suriname is classified as tropical, with high humidity (70 to 90%) and average 

temperatures varying from 26°C to 30°C. There are two rainy seasons each year from late April 

to mid-August (long rainy season) and early December to early February (short rainy season), 

and two dry and moderately hot seasons from August to December (long dry season) and 

February to April (short dry season). 

The observed mean in relative humidity is 81%. Average annual rainfall is 2,200 mm; however, 

localized rainfall varies over the terrain where the coastal plains receive on average 1,500 -

1,750 mm and the central region receives 2,500 - 3,000 mm. 

Inter-annual variations in climate are caused by the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). El 

Niño episodes bring dry conditions throughout the year, and bring warmer temperatures 
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between June and August, while La Niña episodes bring wetter conditions throughout the year 

and cooler temperatures between June and August. Suriname is south of the hurricane belt 

and therefore evades this threat. 

Rainy season can make field work in remote areas challenging; however, exploration activities 

can be carried out all year round on the property. 

5.3 Local resources and infrastructure 

The Project site is in a remote area and there are no villages on or near the Project area. 

Supplies and personnel to support the exploration activities are typically sourced from 

Paramaribo. All onsite electrical power is supplied by generators. 

The nearest basic medical facility accessible by road is located at Bigi Poika, 57 km from the 

Goliath exploration camp (Figure 3). Bigi Poika is a resort (Suriname administrative division) 

located in the Para District with less than 300 inhabitants mainly composed of local Natives 

American named Kali’na. 

CGR has constructed a basic helicopter pad to assist with a medical evacuation should an 

emergency arise. 

 

Figure 3: CGR Emergency Response map 
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A variable and unknown number of artisanal miners (locally known as Porknockers) live in 

primitive and short-lived camps to work the alluvial, colluvial and saprolite material (Figure 4). 

These miners, along with logging companies, create the road and trail access in the Project 

area. However, they can also damage and restrict access with their heavy equipment. 

 

Figure 4: artisanal miners location map at the Goliath licence area 

5.4 Physiography 

The Project area lies to the west of the Saramacca River and to the east of the Tibiti River in a 

largely undeveloped part of Suriname. 

The surficial features of the Project area are the product of a tropical and wet weathering 

environment resulting in a deep weathering profile. The original vegetation, where 

undisturbed by human activity, consists of primary rainforest. Trees have a shallow root 

system and can be dangerous in storms. 

In areas subjected to artisanal mining and logging activity, re-vegetation is rapidly resulting in 

dense secondary regrowth. Topographic relief ranges from 35m in the southern portion to 

360m at the Goliath Berg in the northern portion of the Project area, where steep sided slopes 

occur on the larger hills (Figure 5). 
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The Goliath Berg region is generally covered by a thick duricrust layer of up to five metres in 

thickness. Slopes are either pisolithic clays, clays or colluvium. Rock outcrops are scarce and 

limited to exposed artisanal workings, road cuts and creek beds. The Project area is dissected 

by a series of narrow and seasonal creeks. 

 

Figure 5: physiography of the main Project area 
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6 History 

6.1 Introduction 

The Project area has a long history of artisanal gold mining by traditional landowners of alluvial 

and colluvial workings and mineralized saprolite. The current alluvial workings in the main 

Project area, centred in the Goliath licence, are believed to have commenced circa 2008. The 

colluvial and mineralized saprolite workings are believed to have commenced circa 2018. 

Historically, the Goliath licence area consisted of three licences (Powisie, Sabajo West and 

Sabajo East), these licences were consolidated to form the Goliath exploration licence when 

CGR was incorporated in December 2018. Subsequently, the Goliath exploitation licence was 

granted in June 2020. 

There is no known prior exploration work conducted by licence holders, except for work by 

the state minerals company, Grassalco N.V. and Golden Star. Grassalco conducted soil 

geochemistry sampling grids in limited areas of the Project, the method of sample collection 

and assay results are unknown. Golden Star completed a BLEG sampling program, the details 

and results have not been provided. 

6.2 Work done by Consolidated Gold Resources within the Project 

The focus for exploration programs to date has centred on the Goliath licence area which is 

part of the NWGP (Goliath, Savanna, Aura and Koluku licences, and Renarte option licence 

which has subsequently not been pursued by CGR). Table 3 summarises the exploration 

programs completed by CGR to 31st October 2022. 
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Activity 2019 2020 2021 2022 

DD drill holes (m) 909    

# DD drill holes 6    

Mechanical auger holes 133  228 243 

Geochemical samples (hand auger) 567  21 34 

# Trenches 4    

Trench samples 102    

Channel samples 252    

Panned sediment samples   26 25 

Grab samples 67  10  

Airborne geophysical survey (line km)  1363.2 1206.6  

Table 3: Consolidated Gold Resources exploration summary over NWGP 

6.3 Airborne geophysics 

6.3.1 Airborne Geophysical Survey – Savanna and Aura 

CGR commissioned Terraquest Ltd to conduct an airborne geophysical survey over the 

Savanna and Aura licence areas (GMD# 403/19 and 404/19) to conduct data acquisition in 

order to enhance the geological and geophysical interpretation of the area and to generate 

targets for further exploration. 

The survey lines were flown with a traverse line spacing of 150m and a traverse azimuth of 

135°/315° (Figure 6). This azimuth was selected as it ensured the survey lines were flown 

perpendicular to the interpreted dominant structural orientation in the concession area. 

The airborne geophysical survey comprised a total of 144 traverse and tie lines with a spacing 

of 150m x 1000m respectively, comprising 1206.6 total line kilometres. 
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The data acquisition, field processing and production of maps will be based on results of the 

data gathered using high-resolution aero magnetics, horizontal gradiometer and radiometrics. 

The results are pending. 

 

Figure 6: airborne geophysical survey flight plan, Savanna and Aura licences 
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6.3.2 Airborne Geophysical Survey - Goliath 

In 2019, CGR commissioned Terraquest Ltd to acquire a 150m line spaced airborne geophysical 

survey over the Goliath licence and Renarte option licence areas. Acquisition was completed 

in March 2020. 

The survey lines were flown with a traverse line spacing of 150m and a traverse azimuth of 

135°/315° (Figure 7). This azimuth was selected as it ensured the survey lines were flown 

perpendicular to the interpreted dominant structural orientation in the concession area. 

The airborne geophysical survey comprised a total of 127 traverse and tie lines with a spacing 

of 150m x 1000m respectively, comprising 1363.2 total line kilometres. 

 

Figure 7: airborne geophysical survey flight plan, Goliath and Renarte licences 
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A 1:25000 scale litho-structural interpretation and target generation was completed by 

Southern Geoscience Consultants (SGC) over the Goliath and Renarte licence areas in October 

2020. 

The interpretation was based on the acquired high-resolution airborne magnetic-radiometric 

data with the primary aim of generating a detailed structural and bedrock geology map which 

would form the basis of target generation and focus future exploration efforts. 

The interpretation methodology involved the manual delineation of mappable units, contacts 

and structures using several scaled image maps generated from the processed magnetic, 

radiometric and elevation data, and incorporating available ancillary datasets. The litho-

structural interpretation work has been based primarily on the interrogation of the magnetic 

data complemented by the regional and local geological information. 

Interpretation of the detailed aerial magnetic and radiometric surveys completed by SGC and 

CGR have revealed a NNE structural orientation associated with moderate to intense folding 

of the Paramaka formation. This NNE trend is offset and crosscut by a series of NW structures 

(Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: airborne geophysical survey interpretation by SGC, Goliath and Renarte licences, RTP2VD (non-linear) 
with RTP pseudo colour (linear) 
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The NNE trend is also reflected in the geology with a metavolcanic belt dominating the central 

parts of the project area (Figure 9). This metavolcanic belt is bound to the east and west by 

interpreted basin sediments. These lithological contacts are currently interpreted to be similar 

to the ‘belt-basin margin’ contacts of the Birimian in west Africa, which are considered highly 

prospective for economic gold mineralization. 

Several major NNE oriented reverse (thrust) faults occur either side of the metavolcanic belts 

and major terrane boundaries occur in the NW and SW of the concession area, where gneissic 

and felsic volcanic-intrusive sequences are interpreted, respectively. A discordant NW 

trending magnetic belt in the southwest may be a thrust emplaced mafic intrusive sequence. 
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Figure 9: airborne geophysical survey litho-structural interpretation by SGC, Goliath and Renarte licences 
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6.4 Geochemical sampling 

6.4.1 Grab Sampling 

In total, 77 grab samples were collected from the NWGP and were mainly collected from 

quartz vein outcrops, float, saprolite and colluvium (Figure 10). Samples were sent to Filab 

Suriname N.V., located in Paramaribo, for Fire Assay analysis. Samples were dried, crushed 

(where necessary), split and pulverised to < 90 µm and analysed using the 50g Fire Assay 

procedure, ICP-MS finish with a low detection limit of 0.005 ppm. Au assay values returned up 

to 6.120 ppm. 

Note: Grab samples are considered as selected samples and therefore, their grades are not 

representative of an average grade over the Project. 
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Figure 10: grab sampling overview, Goliath and Renarte licences 

6.4.2 Channel Sampling 

In total, 252 channel samples were collected from the NWGP and were mainly conducted 

across outcrops or other significant exposures, as well as in artisanal workings and pits. 

The length of the channel samples was generally one meter across and most samples were 

collected in the Goliath and Renarte licence areas (Figure 11). Samples were sent to Filab 

Suriname N.V., located in Paramaribo, for Fire Assay analysis. Samples were dried, crushed 
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(where necessary), split and pulverised to < 90 µm and analysed using the 50g Fire Assay 

procedure, ICP-MS finish with a low detection limit of 0.005 ppm. Au assay values returned up 

to 4.810 ppm. 

 

Figure 11: channel sampling overview, Goliath and Renarte licences 
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6.4.3 Trench Sampling 

In total, 102 trench samples were collected from the Goliath licence area, comprising four 

trenches for a total of 204 m length. Previous reports suggest the trenches were systematically 

sampled at an interval of 1m and the trenches were marked at 1m intervals (Figure 12). 

However, analysis of the trench lengths and quantity of samples collected suggests the 

trenches were sampled at an interval of 2m. Unfortunately, the trenches have since been 

destroyed by further expansion of artisanal workings so the exact location of the trenches, 

trench length and sample interval cannot be verified. 

Trenches were made to intercept vein structures in the saprolite horizon but due to the 

presence of a duricrust layer and unsafe conditions, it was not possible to dig the trenches 

deeper than 1.5 to 2m depth.  

Samples were sent to Filab Suriname N.V., located in Paramaribo, for Fire Assay analysis. 

Samples were dried, crushed (where necessary), split and pulverised to < 90 µm and analysed 

using the 50g Fire Assay procedure, ICP-MS finish with a low detection limit of 0.005 ppm. Au 

assay values returned up to 2.486 ppm (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 12: trench sampling, Goliath licence 
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Figure 13: trench sampling overview, Goliath licence 
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6.4.4 Panned Sediment Sampling 

In total, 51 panned sediment samples have been processed on the Goliath and Renarte licence 

areas and were mainly collected from creeks, swamps, artisanal workings, road cuts and 

outcrops. Several creeks and drainages were anomalous with a maximum returned gold count 

of 51 flecks in one of the samples (Figure 14). 

In the case of stream sediments, samples are collected up gradient of a confluence of two 

creeks, at least 10m up gradient from the confluence. The aim of stream sediment sampling 

was to detect anomalous areas of a drainage network. Since water flows down gradient, the 

source of any anomalous result (i.e., a gold-bearing vein or horizon), must lie further up 

creek/gradient. The aim of the stream sediment sampling was to detect any visible gold 

present in the stream sediment samples and to record the quantity and nature of gold.  

Once the sample location had been found, an area of the creek was selected for sampling. 

Samples were taken from material within the active river channel and from within the same 

5m of creek. Material was taken from the creek using a stainless-steel shovel and placed into 

a flexible plastic bucket until full. A coarse sieve was used to remove the larger rocks, which 

hinder panning. The bucket of material was panned carefully and any gold observed was 

recorded. A full bucket should equate to around 5-6 full pans of material each weighing around 

2-3kg. 
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Figure 14: panned sediment sampling overview, Goliath and Renarte licences 
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6.4.5 Soil Sampling 

In total, 567 geochemical soil samples were collected using the hand auger method, to a depth 

no greater than 2m. Sampling was conducted along the ridge/spurs extending from the 

Goliath Berg on the Goliath licence (Figure 15). The aim of the sampling program was to 

determine if an in-situ source could be identified for the alluvial and colluvial gold workings 

down gradient of the Goliath Berg. 

Soils were collected in saprolite where possible, however, due to a thick duricrust cap in many 

areas it was very difficult to sample with a hand auger. Samples were collected at a 25m 

spacing along the ridges. 

Samples were sent to Filab Suriname N.V., located in Paramaribo, for Fire Assay analysis. 

Samples were dried, crushed (where necessary), split and pulverised to < 90 µm and analysed 

using the 50g Fire Assay procedure, ICP-MS finish with a low detection limit of 0.005 ppm. Au 

assay values returned up to 102 ppb. 
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Figure 15: geochemical sampling overview, Goliath and Renarte licences (ridge/spur sampling) 
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6.5 Mechanical Auger Sampling 

During the 2019 exploration campaign, 133 mechanical auger holes were completed on the 

Goliath and Renarte licences. Samples were collected every 1m downhole and were spaced 

variably at 25m and 50m spacings in a grid pattern. Laboratory assay reports are not available 

for this campaign. 

During the 2021-2022 exploration campaign, CGR conducted a wide-spaced auger drilling 

program performed by Themen Contractors on the Goliath and Renarte licences. The deep 

auger program targeted the upper saprolite profile to ensure the samples collected were 

residual rather than transported. A total of 526 holes of 25m spacing on 7 drill lines were 

completed, totalling 4531m. The drilling comprised 471 mechanical auger holes and 55 hand 

auger holes, with an average depth of 9.1m and 4.7m respectively. Hand auger samples were 

collected in areas of steep terrain where access was challenging for the mechanical auger rig. 

CGR implements standard operating procedures (SOP) of all logging and sampling methods 

strictly followed by its staff and personnel. These procedures are reviewed on a regular basis. 

All logging and sample information is stored in a secure database customised by CGR. 

Samples were placed on a metre-by-metre basis (Figure 16) and logged by CGR geologists, 

noting when the upper saprolite horizon had been reached. A representative 3m composite 

sample was collected from the upper saprolite in the final 3m of each auger hole. In the event 

the upper saprolite had not been reached, samples were collected from the residual mottled 

zone or massive clay horizons and clearly logged by CGR geologists. 

 

Figure 16: mechanical auger samples placed for logging and sampling, Goliath and Renarte licences 
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The samples were weighed, tagged, and bagged at the drill site and a representative sample 

was taken from the sample bag and placed in a chip tray for future reference. Certified 

Reference Material (CRMs) and field duplicates were placed in the sample sequence at a ratio 

of 1:20 samples. Sample bags were placed in rice bags and transported to Filab Suriname in 

Paramaribo for analysis. 

At Filab, samples were dried, crushed (where necessary), split and pulverised to < 90 µm and 

analysed using the 50g Fire Assay procedure, ICP-MS finish with a low detection limit of 0.1 

ppb. Additionally, the samples were tested for pathfinder base elements by aqua-regia 

digestion, ICP-MS finish. Four base elements were selected for analysis: Arsenic (As), 

Antimony (Sb), Selenium (Se) and Tellurium (Te). Au assay values returned up to 315 ppb 

(Figure 17). 
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Figure 17: mechanical auger and geochemical sampling results, Goliath and Renarte licences 
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6.6 Exploration overview 

The NWGP is dominated by the Paramaka Formation of the Marowijne Supergroup, a 

greenstone belt which hosts several deposits in Suriname including the Saramacca and 

Rosebel deposits. Prospect scale mapping and sampling at the NWGP has confirmed 

similarities to the alteration assemblages and mineralization observed at these major 

deposits. 

Exploration by CGR has been focused on the Goliath licence area and surrounds. 

Interpretation of detailed aerial magnetic and radiometric surveys completed by the company 

have revealed a NNE structural orientation associated with moderate to intense folding of the 

Paramaka Formation. This NNE trend is offset and crosscut by a series of NW structures which 

may be important controls on gold mineralization.  

The NNE trend is also reflected in the geology with a metavolcanic belt dominating the central 

parts of the project area. This metavolcanic belt is bound to the east and west by interpreted 

basin sediments (Figure 18). These lithological contacts are currently interpreted to be similar 

to the ‘belt-basin margin’ contacts of the Birimian in west Africa, which are considered highly 

prospective for economic gold mineralization. 
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Figure 18: litho-structural and gold anomalism interpretation, and observed structures overview, Goliath and 
Renarte licences 
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Several major NNE oriented reverse (thrust) faults occur either side of the metavolcanic belts 

and major terrane boundaries occur in the NW and SW of the concession area, where gneissic 

and felsic volcanic-intrusive sequences are interpreted, respectively. A discordant NW 

trending magnetic belt in the southwest may be a thrust emplaced mafic intrusive sequence. 

Extensive historic artisanal mining has been observed across the project area, in particular the 

Goliath licence area. The Goliath Pit located in the centre of the concession is a large saprolite 

pit measuring 250m by 200m and 30m depth (Figure 19 and Figure 20). 

 

Figure 19: extensive artisanal workings at the Goliath licence area (view width 550m, scale approximate) 
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Figure 20: large saprolite pit located at the Goliath licence area (view width 700m, scale approximate) 

In 2019-2020 a soil geochemistry program has shown gold anomalism continues south of the 

Goliath Pit. During the 2021-2022 season a 4531m (526 holes) deep auger drilling program 

successfully confirmed gold mineralization in saprolite along strike of the Goliath Pit area. The 

broad spaced auger drill lines completed in this program have confirmed the mineralized trend 

extends to 3km strike, and the lower tenor mineralized trend extends to 5km strike and 

remains untested to the NE and SW (Figure 21 and Figure 22). 
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Figure 21: gold anomalism contours >25 ppb, Goliath and Renarte licences 
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Figure 22: gold anomalism contours >15 ppb, Goliath and Renarte licences 
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6.7 Drilling 

In 2019, CGR completed a scout diamond drilling program at the Goliath Pit, within the Goliath 

licence area. Six diamond drillholes were drilled for a total length of 909m (Table 4). Two of 

the diamond drillholes were abandoned for unknown reasons and four holes reached the 

planned depth of 200m. 

Project 

Area 

Licence 

Name 

Hole 

ID 

Easting Northing RL Azimuth Dip Hole 

Depth (m) 

Status 

NWGP Goliath DD1 653445 571043 50 180 -45 60.5 Abandoned 

NWGP Goliath DD1B 653447 571047 50 182 -55 48.5 Abandoned 

NWGP Goliath DD2 653539 570905 47 274 -55 200.0 Completed 

NWGP Goliath DD3 653429 570790 44 003 -55 200.0 Completed 

NWGP Goliath DD4 653325 570917 63 103 -55 200.0 Completed 

NWGP Goliath DD5 653457 571046 50 192 -55 200.0 Completed 

Table 4: diamond drilling summary table, Goliath licence 

The diamond drillholes were planned to target mineralization in fresh rock at the Goliath Pit, 

drilling from four vectors underneath the existing workings; from the North, East, South and 

West (Figure 23). 
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Figure 23: diamond drilling collar schematic, plan view, Goliath licence 

6.7.1 Methodology 

All diamond drilling was performed by SureCore drilling company, using HQ (63.5 mm core 

diameter) to drill through the saprolite to maximise sample recovery and downsizing to NQ 

(47.6 mm core diameter) for drilling the fresh rock after penetrating the saprolite. 

Prior to drilling a hole, the field technician located the planned collar coordinates using a hand-

held GPS and sighted the planned hole azimuth and dip using a hand-held compass clinometer. 

No downhole survey or core orientation data has been made available. The exact diamond 

drillhole collar locations cannot be verified as the Goliath Pit has expanded in size since the 

drill campaign, to cover the drillhole collar locations. 

Drill core was packed into corrugated plastic core boxes and depth markers were inserted at 

the drill site, prior to being transported to the core shed for full-core photography, core 

recovery measurements, logging, and sampling. 

All core was logged noting the interval from/to depths with a brief description of the lithology, 

alteration, deformation, mineralogy, and sulphides. In 2022, holes were relogged using the 

new CGR logging and validation codes and imported into the company database. Summary 

geology logs were also completed. 

Samples were selected based on geology, veining and sulphide mineralization. Sample lengths 

ranged from 0.75m to 3.50m, but in general were 1m sample lengths, and respect lithological 
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contacts. Unweathered samples were cut in half using a diamond saw and saprolite core was 

cut in half with a knife with fragments of quartz vein material split by a diamond saw. The half 

of the core sample not submitted for assaying was returned to the core box with the sample 

interval and sample number clearly indicated for future reference.  

Assay samples were labelled and placed into a plastic sample bag and sealed in rice bags for 

transportation to Filab Suriname in Paramaribo for analysis. Certified Reference Material 

(CRMs) and blank material were placed in the sample sequence at a ratio of approximately 

1:20 samples. 

At Filab, samples were dried, crushed to < 2.5mm (where necessary), split and pulverised to < 

90 µm and analysed using the 50g Fire Assay procedure, ICP-AES finish with a low detection 

limit of 0.005 ppm. Additionally, core samples for DD4 were tested for a suite of 19 multi-

elements by multi-acid digest, ICP-MS finish. 

6.7.2 Core Recovery 

Core recovery for the four completed diamond drillholes averaged 79.3%. The core recovery 

was 61.3% in the strongly oxidized zone (SOX), 68.2% in the moderately oxidized zone (MOX), 

83.8% in the weakly oxidized zone (WOX) and 94.1% in the fresh rock. 

6.7.3 Results 

The scout diamond drilling program intercepted significant mineralization at the Goliath Pit 

with assay values up to 31.2 g/t Au and a high-grade mineralized zone of 9m at 5.01 g/t Au 

within a broader zone of 29m at 2.12 g/t Au (apparent width). Table 5 provides examples of 

significant mineralized intervals intercepted during the drilling program. 

Project 

Area 

Licence 

Name 

Hole 

ID 

Easting Northing RL From 

(m) 

To (m) Apparent 

Width (m) 

Au (g/t) 

NWGP Goliath DD2 653539 570905 47 21.50 23.50 2.00 6.48 

NWGP Goliath DD2 653539 570905 47 79.50 90.50 11.00 1.49 

NWGP Goliath DD2 653539 570905 47 124.50 137.50 13.00 1.98 

NWGP Goliath DD3 653429 570790 44 10 12.55 2.55 2.43 

NWGP Goliath DD3 653429 570790 44 65.00 67.00 2.00 6.38 
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Project 

Area 

Licence 

Name 

Hole 

ID 

Easting Northing RL From 

(m) 

To (m) Apparent 

Width (m) 

Au (g/t) 

NWGP Goliath DD3 653429 570790 44 74.00 83.00 9.00 5.01 

NWGP Goliath DD3 653429 570790 44 101.00 103.00 2.00 4.34 

NWGP Goliath DD3 653429 570790 44 125.00 137.00 12.00 1.57 

NWGP Goliath DD3 653429 570790 44 168.00 172.00 4.00 1.20 

NWGP Goliath DD4 653325 570917 63 3.00 11.25 8.25 1.50 

NWGP Goliath DD4 653325 570917 63 44.50 54.00 9.50 0.59 

NWGP Goliath DD4 653325 570917 63 81.00 85.50 4.50 1.40 

NWGP Goliath DD4 653325 570917 63 90.00 95.00 5.00 1.12 

NWGP Goliath DD4 653325 570917 63 113.50 116.00 2.50 6.54 

NWGP Goliath DD5 653457 571046 50 7.50 12.50 5.00 1.08 

NWGP Goliath DD5 653457 571046 50 86.00 87.00 1.00 11.73 

NWGP Goliath DD5 653457 571046 50 125.00 127.00 2.00 1.84 

NWGP Goliath DD5 653457 571046 50 146.00 151.00 5.00 0.95 

Table 5: significant mineralized intervals intersected during scout drilling, Goliath licence (maximum 3.00m 
internal waste, 0.5 g/t minimum composite grade, 0.5 g/t cut off) 

The drill core was not oriented but the litho-structural interpretation of airborne geophysical 

data and field observations of shearing and foliation indicate the dominant structure 

controlling mineralization is striking north-east to south-west and dipping steeply to the 

north-west (Figure 24 and Figure 25). 

The mineralization is intrusive related and structurally controlled, hosted within a deformed 

and altered felsic intrusive body. Deformation and foliation intensity increases proximal to the 

mineralized zones as well as silicification and potassic alteration (Figure 26 and Figure 27). 
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Gold occurs within folded and sheared hydrothermal quartz-carbonate veins and veinlet 

arrays, and zones of brecciation, with pyrite and arsenopyrite. 

 

Figure 24: gold anomalism and structural interpretation, Goliath and Renarte licences 
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Figure 25: mineralization and structural interpretation at the Goliath Pit, Goliath licence 
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Figure 26: geological cross-section interpretation, section 653441E, looking East, Goliath licence 

 

Figure 27: geological cross-section interpretation, section 570910N, looking North, Goliath licence 
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7 Geological setting and mineralization 

7.1 Introduction 

The Goliath project area is located in the Trans-Amazonian province of the Guiana Shield 

(Figure 28). The Guiana Shield corresponds to the northeastern portion of the Amazonian 

Craton. With a total area of 900,000 km2, it covers eastern Venezuela, Guyana, Suriname, 

French Guiana, the northern end of Brazil and easternmost Columbia (Daoust 2016; Tedeschi 

et al. 2020). 

Rocks of the Guiana Shield correlate directly to other rocks in several terranes of the circum-

south-Atlantic continents that were involved in the Transamazonian – Eburnean (name used 

in Africa) Orogeny. Rock of this age are a major source of gold production and resources in 

both South America and Africa which were linked together prior to the opening of the Atlantic 

Ocean (Figure 29). Similar styles of sedimentation, structural evolution, and igneous evolution 

are recorded in the rocks of West Africa which host the long-lived and current producing mines 

(LaPoint, 2016). 

During the Cenozoic, lateritic weathering profiles developed over the exposed Guiana Shield 

from the beginning of the Tertiary until recent times. The final event was the deposition of 

fluvial continental sediments in the interior of the shield (Dardenne and Schobbenhaus, 2003). 

 

Figure 28: provinces of the Amazon Craton (after Santos et al. 2008) 
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Figure 29: paleo-reconstruction of the Guiana Shield and West African Craton during the Cretaceous (pre-rift 
fit of Africa and South America), (modified from Goldfarb et al., 2017 after Frimmel et al., 2014) 

7.2 Regional geology 

The Guiana Shield is mainly composed of Paleoproterozoic rocks accreted during the 

Transamazonian orogeny (2.2-2.0 Ga) and affected by tectonic, metamorphic, and intrusive 

events (Vanderhaeghe et al. 1998; Milési et al. 2003), although small Archean relics are 

preserved in eastern Venezuela (Imataca Complex) and northern Brazil (Amapá Block) 

(Tassinari et al. 2004; Tedeschi et al. 2020). Aside from these Archean relics, the oldest 

terranes are located along the northeast margin of the Guiana Shield which corresponds to 

the Trans-Amazonian Province (Vanderhaeghe et al. 1998; Santos et al. 2000; Tedeschi et al. 

2018). 

The Trans-Amazonian Province is composed by large Rhyacian (2.20-2.05 Ga) granite-

greenstone belts which include volcano-sedimentary rocks, greenschist facies, intrusive 

granitoids and TTG (tonalite-trondhjemite-granodiorite) gneisses (Vanderhaeghe et al. 1998; 

Santos et al. 2000; Tedeschi et al. 2018), Figure 30. 

The general lithostratigraphic succession of the greenstone belts that host most of the gold 

mineralization in the Guiana Shield comprises: 

• a lower sequence of tholeiitic basalt overlain by, 
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• a mainly calc-alkaline volcanic suite including felsic to mafic members and, 

• an upper sedimentary succession comprising lithic sandstone, mudstone, chert and 

conglomerate. 

In Suriname, sedimentary and volcanic units of the greenstone belts form the Marowijne 

Supergroup, which can be subdivided into two formations: the Paramaka and the Armina 

Formations. The Paramaka Formation mainly consists of volcanic rocks, whereas the Armina 

Formation is characterized by flysch sequences of lithic sandstone and mudstone. The volcanic 

succession is associated spatially and temporally to tonalite-trondjhemite-granodiorite (TTG) 

plutonism. 

The Marowijne Supergroup is unconformably overlain by an arenitic/conglomeratic 

sedimentary sequence that is locally termed the Rosebel Formation. This sedimentary 

sequence is interpreted to have been deposited in a series of intracontinental pull-apart basins 

that developed along major sinistral strike-slip structures during the later stages of the Trans-

Amazonian orogeny. Granitic magmatism occurred synchronously with the formation of these 

basins in the Eastern part of the Guiana Shield (Voicu, 2010). 

 

Figure 30: simplified geological map of the Guiana Shield (modified from Kroonenberg et al. 2016) 
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7.3 Geodynamic evolution of the Guiana Shield 

Based on the geodynamical model proposed by Vanderhaeghe et al. (1998) and the 

interpretation of airborne magnetic and radiometric surveys, Delor et al. (2003a-b) 

established a new geodynamical model explaining the formation and evolution of the Guiana 

Shield. The authors relied on data from the airborne magnetic and radiometric survey 

conducted by BRGM in French Guiana to offer a large-scale interpretation of the main 

structures of the Guiana Shield. Daoust (2016) synthesizes the previously cited work and 

focuses more particularly on the orogenic gold deposit in the Rosebel district, in Suriname. 

Two major tectonic events D1 and D2 have been documented in northern French Guyana 

(Figure 31) (Ledru et al., 1991; Vanderhaeghe et al., 1998; Delor et al., 2003a). According to 

the literature, they both affected the greenstone belts and the granite complexes (Lasserre et 

al., 1989; Ledru et al., 1991), while only the D2 deformation was observed in the Upper Detrital 

Unit (UDU equivalent of the Rosebel formation) (Delor et al., 2003a). 

7.3.1 Juvenile Oceanic Opening (2.26 - 2.20 Ga: Eorhyacien) 

The oldest ages of the Paleoproterozoic basement of the Guiana Shield were determined on 

zircons from gabbros within the Cayenne Island Complex, north of French Guiana (Delor et al., 

2003a), as well as in the southern greenstone and TTG belts (MacReath and Faraco, 1997). 

Such rocks testify to the formation of a juvenile oceanic crust produced by tholeiitic 

magmatism from mantle extraction between 2.26 and 2.20 Ga. 

7.3.2 Major Trans-Amazonian orogeny D1 (2.18 - 2.13 Ga) 

The major Trans-Amazonian orogeny continues between 2.18 and 2.13 Ga with a first major 

tectonic event D1, associated with the N-S convergence of the Archean African and Amazonian 

cratons. This compressive regime leads to the establishment of a south-verging subduction 

zone, on top of which volcanic arc basins are marked by a TTG type magmatism 

contemporaneously to the formation of the volcano-sedimentary greenstone belts. 

7.3.3 Major Trans-Amazonian orogeny D2a (2.11 - 2.08 Ga) 

Between 2.11 and 2.08 Ga, the convergence of the Archean African and Amazonian cratons 

evolves towards an oblique NE-SW convergence, with the closure of the volcanic arc basins 

(Delor et al. 2003b). This sinistral strike-slip regime, defined as the D2a event, is marked by 

granitic magmatism, minor mafic intrusions and regional greenschist metamorphism. It also 

leaded to the folding of the volcano-sedimentary formations of the greenstone belts and the 

development of thrust faulting and EW to NW-SE regional sinistral strike-slip shear zones 

(Vanderhaeghe et al. 1998; Delor et al. 2003a; Tedeschi et al. 2020). In addition, in Suriname 

and French Guiana, these shear zones led to the formation of sedimentary pull-apart basins 
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resting in discordance on the greenstone and TTG belts. In French Guiana, these sediments 

correspond to the Upper Detrital Unit (UDU), whereas in Suriname they are known as the 

Rosebel series (Delor et al., 2003a; Daoust, 2016). 

7.3.4 Late trans-Amazonian orogeny D2b (2.07 - 2.06 Ga) 

The D2b event took place between 2.07 and 2.06 Ga (Delor et al. 2003a). It is marked by dextral 

reactivation of WNW-ESE strike-slip shear zones and significant crustal thinning along them, 

leading to mantle rise and regional high-temperature metamorphism (Delor et al. 2003a; 

Tedeschi et al. 2020). The D2b event also leads to peraluminous intrusions in the WNW-ESE 

dextral strike-slip shearing (Vanderhaeghe et al., 1998; Delor et al., 2003a). 

 

Figure 31: geodynamic model of the Guiana Shield (Delor et al. 2003) 
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7.4 Permit geology 

Based on the Suriname geological GIS map (Kroonenberg et al., 2016), which is likely a bedrock 

geology interpretation based primarily on regional aeromagnetic data, the main units of 

interest are the Paramaka Formation of the Marowijne Supergroup greenstones (numbers 35 

and 37 to 39), which host several deposits in Suriname including the Saramacca and Rosebel 

deposits (Figure 32). 

The interpreted map doesn’t show any granite/greenstones contacts at the Goliath 

exploitation license, however, it is now known that a felsic intrusive is present (the Goliath Pit) 

and hosts the gold mineralization. The length and shape of the intrusive are not defined yet. 

During the field visit, very few outcrops (A to D, on Figure 32 and Figure 33) could be described 

due to deeply weathered terrain. Nevertheless, illegal workings have reached part of the 

upper saprolite where rock textures have been exposed. Main illegal gold exploitation (A) 

occurs in a felsic intrusive of plutonic origin, coarse grained, intensely kaolinized (and high 

potassic hydrothermal alteration in fresh rock from core) defined as quartz monzonite. 

An outcrop of graphitic schist (B) shows a N30° direction and may highlight a main shear 

corridor. Outcrop C was found on the illegal colluvium workings where an intensely weathered 

laminated and finely grained unit is present. It is associated with sericite alteration and few 

brecciated quartz veinlets with FeOx matrix. At point D, only a few grabs of quartzite and 

probable siltstone were found (not in place). 
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Figure 32: interpreted bedrock geology at the goliath project and location of visited outcrops (Kroonenberg et 
al. 2016) 

 

Figure 33: outcrops visited during field visit 
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A: weathered quartz monzonite located at the illegal pit; A’: fresh core of quartz monzonite with moderate to 

strong potassic alteration (DD2); B: graphitic schist (looking SW); C: volcanoclastic exposure with vertical 

schistosity (looking south) 

7.5 Structural geology 

Anne Tomlinson and Ian Stockton, respectively from Southern Geoscience Consultants (SGC) 

and CSA Global, prepared and compiled an interpretation of the airborne magnetic and 

radiometric survey flown by Terraquest Ltd in March 2020. Their report assisted in geophysical 

evaluation of potential gold targets. These maps and interpretations represent additional 

tools for evaluation of economic potential of the permit. 

The following structural descriptions are from the “Interpretation of airborne geophysical 

data” (2020) by SGC which covers the Goliath and Renarte permits. 

The structural component of the interpretation has been based exclusively on a set of special, 

high resolution magnetic images. The regional (countrywide) aeromagnetic imagery supplied 

by CGR has also been an essential dataset for understanding locally observed feature in a 

broader structural and tectonic context. 

The interpreted structural elements have been classified as major, secondary and minor faults, 

and fractures. 

The dominant structural orientation across the Goliath area is approximately north-northeast. 

A series of north-northeast to north-trending faults and shears extend from east to west 

through interpreted Paramaka Formation sequences and appear to increase in frequency to 

the west up to a major domain boundary, where Sara’s Lust Gneiss and Dalbana Formation 

are interpreted. These latter units have not previously been interpreted but it is clearly evident 

that there is a significant, structural contact and lithology change. Field confirmation of the 

bedrock geology is required. Three of these major north to north-northeast orientated faults 

are interpreted as thrusts (Figure 34). 

Paramaka Formation units are intensely and tightly folded along a generally north-northeast 

orientation, parallel to the faulting, although some fold axes on north to north-northwest 

orientations are observed. Parasitic folding is likely to be present. Tight folding along northeast 

to north-northeast orientated fold axes is also observed within Dalbana Formation units 

interpreted in the far southwest of the area; with increased fold intensity towards interpreted 

thrust margins. 

The easternmost thrust fault was primarily identified from the regional aeromagnetic data. It 

marks the western margin of the main greenstone belt sequence where it abruptly changes 

orientation from a west to northwesterly orientation to the north-northeast, which 

characterises the Goliath area. The Goliath area is interpreted to cover a rotated block of the 

greenstone belt at its western margin. 
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Through the central area several northeast orientated secondary faults are interpreted to 

offset the greenstone units. These may have significance for gold mineralization. 

In the southwest of the interpreted area, a north-northwest orientated magnetic sequence is 

discordant with adjacent greenstone belt (northern) and younger intrusive/volcanic 

(southern) sequences. This magnetic “belt” is of unknown geological affinity and is interpreted 

to be in thrust contact with the adjacent domains. 

 

Figure 34: interpreted major and secondaries strictures from SGC (2020) on Total Mag intensity 

Field structural measurements done at local scale highlight a N190/80 main foliation (and an 

east-west compressive event) based on 55 schistosity measures taken by CGR geologists. If 
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that main orientation clearly overprints the whole area, other directions at N300 and N340 

exist too (Figure 35). 

 

Figure 35: schistosity planes measures (Wulf net – Lower hemisphere) and rose diagram of the repartition of 
the plan orientation values 

Only two shear plans were measured at N225/62 and N345/80 that might be in accordance 

with the main east-west compressive event which generated N/S fold axis and shears oblique 

to the main constrain. 

Structural measures done on quartz veins (n=104, Figure 36) show a very complex distribution 

highlighting transposed veining to folding and polyphase deformation in the area. A main 

family at N190/55 is associated with the east-west compressive event and a N30 and N60 also 

are present. 

 

Figure 36: quartz veins planes measures (Wulf net – Lower hemisphere) and rose diagram of the repartition of 
the plan orientation values 
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Note: Structural complexity of the area should be studied carefully with a dedicated structural 

geologist. 

7.6 Mineralization style 

Gold is, so far, the only economic metal of interest within the project. At the Goliath pit, 

mineralization expresses itself with quartz veins with at least two sets direction (roughly 

striking North/South and striking East/West). Quartz veins, in the weathered zone are 

saccharoidal and, sometime, associated with iron oxides from sulfides oxidation. 

Within the fresh rock (from core, Figure 37), veins are centimetric to decimetric and show a 

quartz/carbonate/sulphide (pyrite mainly) main assemblage and they are often accompanied 

with strong to extreme potassic alteration, strong silicification, moderate to strong 

sericitization. Positive grades results are associated with the veins. Grades may also be 

associated with fresh rock and no veins but disseminated pyrite (<2%) is always present. The 

host rock, at Goliath Pit, is a felsic intrusive of plutonic origin that is defined as a quartz 

monzonite. Note that none of the 2019 drill holes were oriented. 

 

Figure 37: example of mineralization in fresh rock from 2019 cores 

A: extension veins with carbonates/pyrite, DD2, 84.5m, (1.25m @ 6.96 g/t Au from 84.00m); B: extension veins 

with sulfide mineralization, DD2, 137m, (1.00m @ 13.57 g/t Au from 136.50m); C: 2 type of vein sets, DD2, 

130.2m, (1.00m @ 0.314 g/t Au from 129.50m); D: brecciated quartz vein with pyrite, DD4, 82.7m, (1.00m @ 
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3.69 g/t Au from 82.00m); E: folded quartz vein with pyrite (note the ptygmatic behavior of pyrite vein), DD5, 

86m, (1.00m @ 11.73 g/t Au from 86.00m); F: brittle zone in box 26 (80.5m to 83.0m) from DD3 with highest 

grade @ 31.2 g/t Au from 81m to 82m. 

8 Deposit type 

Gold mineralization in Suriname is essentially restricted to the Marowijne Greenstone Belt, 

which contains three mains metavolcanic–metasedimentary formations. The Paramaka 

Formation consists mainly of ocean-floor metabasalts, locally with pillow structures, and a 

series of island-arc meta-andesites to metarhyolites and intercalated volcanogenic and 

chemical sediments. The Armina Formation is composed of a series of metagreywackes and 

phyllites and minor conglomerates, deposited as turbidites in a deep-marine environment 

(Naipaul & Kroonenberg, 2016). The Rosebel Formation consists of more mature sandy 

sediments, deposited in an epicontinental environment. 

All three formations show low-grade metamorphism in the greenstone facies. The greenstone 

belt is intruded by trondhjemite–tonalite–granodiorite (TTG) diapiric bodies, which usually 

show conformable contacts with the surrounding metamorphic units. Around these intrusions 

metamorphism reaches amphibolite-facies grade (Kioe-A-Sen et al., 2016). 

Main gold deposits currently exploited are Rosebel, located 40 km east of the Goliath Project, 

Merian, located at 120 km east and Saramacca, located at 35 km south-east. 

8.1 Orogenic gold deposits 

The term of Orogenic gold deposit was defined by Groves et al. (1998) as a coherent group of 

vertically extensive, gold-only deposits that formed at a crustal depth from 2 km to 15 km. It 

is widely accepted that orogenic gold deposits are inevitably formed in accretionary or, less 

commonly, collisional tectonic environments related to subduction (Goldfarb et al., 2001, 

2005). A schematic model, adapted from the Goldfarb and Santosh (2014) and Groves et al. 

(2020) models is presented in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38: schematic representation of subduction-based model for ore-fluid source for orogenic gold deposits 
globally from Groves et al. (2019) 

The distribution of gold mineralization proximal to major lithosphere-scale conduits is 

predominantly controlled by second-order, belt-scale structures that act to focus fluid flow. 

These generally propagate along lines of weakness, such as pre-existing reactivated thrust 

faults or contacts between lithological units with high competency contrasts (Groves et al. 

2020). There is also the requirement for a cap on the hydrothermal system to effectively 

impound fluid flux within the permeable trap zone. For Archean and Paleoproterozoic 

orogenic gold systems in particular, this is normally provided by relatively impermeable 

metasedimentary sequences that overlie more-permeable fractured volcanic sequences in 

greenstone belts (Groves et al., 2003). 

Mineralization can be disseminated, or vein hosted and displays a timing that is often 

structurally late and is syn- to post-peak metamorphic. Quartz is the primary constituent of 

veins, with lesser carbonate and sulfide minerals. Minor accessory albite, chlorite, white mica 

(fuchsite in ultramafic host rocks), tourmaline and scheelite can accompany the veins. 

Carbonates include calcite, dolomite and ankerite. Sulfide minerals include pyrite, pyrrhotite 

chalcopyrite, galena, sphalerite and arsenopyrite. Gold is usually associated with sulfide 

minerals but typically occurs as free gold. In volcano-plutonic settings, pyrite and pyrrhotite 

are the most common sulfide minerals in greenschist and amphibolite grade host rocks, 

respectively. Arsenopyrite can be the predominant sulfide mineral in mineralization hosted by 

sedimentary rocks. Gold to silver ratios typically range from 5:1 to 10:1 and, less commonly, 

the ratios can reach 1:1. Most orogenic gold deposits contain 2% to 5% sulfide minerals and 

gold fineness >900. 

Alteration intensity is related to distance from the hydrothermal fluid source and typically 

displays a zoned pattern. Scale, intensity and mineralogy of the alteration are functions of wall 
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rock composition and crustal level. The main alteration minerals include carbonate (calcite, 

dolomite and ankerite), sulfides (pyrite, pyrrhotite or arsenopyrite), alkali-rich silicate 

minerals (sericite, fuchsite, albite, and less commonly, K-feldspar, biotite, paragonite), chlorite 

and quartz. 

The only recent comprehensive study on Surinamese gold deposits is devoted to the Rosebel 

district (Daoust et al., 2011), where the ores classify as orogenic deposits, in line with other 

major gold occurrences of the Guiana Shield (Voicu et al., 2001). 

8.1.1 Shear and brittle zones hosted gold 

8.1.1.1 Rosebel mine 

The Rosebel deposits (previous owner Iamgold now Zijin Mining) are hosted in greenschist-

facies metamorphosed volcano-sedimentary lithologies of the Armina and Rosebel 

Formations. The gold mineralization is associated with shear- and tensional quartz-carbonate 

veins along structural features (fold hinges) and stratigraphic contacts (Figure 39). The main 

vein mineralogy is a quartz–carbonate–tourmaline–pyrite assemblage, with some distinct 

varieties between the different trends. A wall-rock alteration assemblage of sericite, chlorite, 

carbonate, tourmaline, pyrite, pyrrhotite and plagioclase typically surrounds the mineralized 

quartz veins (Kioe-A-Sen et al., 2016). 

 

Figure 39: north–south cross section of the Rosebel area (adapted from Daoust et al., 2011) 
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8.1.1.2 Merian mine 

At Merian (Owned by Newmont), two distinct structural styles of mineralization are identified: 

• Gold mineralization associated with northwest striking, shallow- to moderately 

northeast-dipping sheeted and/or tabular quartz vein zones and quartz stockworks; 

• Gold mineralization associated with higher-angle, northeast-dipping veins and 

irregular quartz breccia bodies. 

The Merian structure is interpreted as an antiform with an axis plunging 20–30° SE and with 

tight, parasitic folds on both limbs. Gold mineralization seems to be associated with these 

folds, NW-trending faults, shear zones and lithological contacts (Figure 40). It is mainly 

associated with quartz veins but may also be disseminated several metres into the adjacent 

wall rock. Associated sulphides consist mostly of pyrite, with minor amounts of chalcopyrite, 

bornite, sphalerite and galena (Kioe-A-Sen et al., 2016; Doe, 2018). 

 

Figure 40: schematic SW–NE geological section of the fold-and-thrust system along the Merian trend, 
illustrating the tectonic setting of the Merian II and Maraba deposits (after J.W.A. Ribeiro et al., unpublished 
paper, 2007) 
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8.1.1.3 Saramacca mine 

The Saramacca deposit (previous owner Iamgold now Zijin Mining) is hosted exclusively in 

volcanic rocks, along a major fault zone (Faya Bergi) at the contact between massive basalt to 

the SW and pillow basalt to the NE (Figure 41). The mineralized fault zone varies from few a 

metres to more than 50 m thick.  

Most of the high-grade mineralization is hosted in the main fault exhibiting brittle ductile 

texture with dolomite breccias hosting pyrite and minor arsenopyrite mineralization. Although 

the fault is continuous over several kilometres, the fault is not systematically mineralized, 

even within the Saramacca deposit. Lower grade mineralization is observed in subsidiary 

shears within the pillow basalt unit. These form discontinuous sub-vertical mineralized lenses 

well developed in SE and NW portions of the Saramacca deposit, but thinner in the central 

part of Saramacca (Mouton et al., 2022). 

 

Figure 41: cross section of the Saramacca deposit (Mouton et al., 2022) 
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8.1.2 Intrusion related gold mineralization 

8.1.2.1 Omai mine (Voicu, 1999) 

The Omai gold mine (currently owned by Omai Gold Mine) is located in the Barama-Mazaruni 

Supergroup, part of the Paleoproterozoic greenstone belt of the north-central Guiana Shield, 

in Guyana. The lithological sequence consists of mafic volcanic to felsic volcanic cycles with 

intercalated sediments. The volcano-sedimentary unit was intruded by a quartz monzodiorite 

plug (the Omai stock) and several irregularly shaped quartz-feldspar porphyry and rhyolite 

dikes. 

The Omai deposit consists of two gold mineralized zones exploited in open pit operations 

referred to as Fennell and Wenot. Fennell mineralization is mainly hosted by the Omai stock 

and to a lesser extent by the volcanic rocks (tholeiitic basalts and calc-alkaline andesites). 

Wenot mineralization is mainly hosted by tabular quartz-feldspar porphyry dikes as well as by 

strongly silicified rhyolite dikes, and subordinately by andesites and metapelites (Figure 42). 

The gold-bearing veins are subhorizontal and subvertical. Subhorizontal veins have been 

divided into three sets: 205°-215°/15-35°NW, 120°-140°/15°-35°SW and a vein set with 

variable strike and 5-15° dip that follows the northern contact of the Omai stock. They are 

generally restricted to felsic rock types (the Omai stock, quartz-feldspar porphyry and rhyolite 

dikes), except the third vein set that occurs only in the tholeiitic basalts of the Fennell zone. 

Commonly, these veins pinch out abruptly at the contact with more ductile 

intermediate/mafic volcanic and/or sedimentary country rocks. The thickness of veins ranges 

from a few millimetres up to 0.8 m. 

 

Figure 42: simplified surface geology and block diagram of Omai, Guyana (modified from Bardoux 2012) 
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8.1.2.2 Yaou deposit (Combes et al., 2020) 

The Yaou deposit is located in French Guiana within the Guiana Shield. It displays numerous 

quartz monzodiorite bodies aligned along a sinistral shear zone where a five-deformation 

phases model is established at the camp scale. 

The deposit is clearly polyphase both at the macroscopic and the microscopic scales, invisible 

gold is associated with arsenic whereas visible gold is observed as inclusions in pyrite with high 

contents of silver, tellure and bismuth. 

The deposit is located within the southern branch of the Paramaca Greenstone Belt (PGB), 

with a TTG Complex to the southeast and a sedimentary unit to the north of the Yaou camp. 

A Neoproterozoic dolerite dyke (Delor et al., 2003b) cuts the western part of the deposit. 

Milesi et al. (2003) defines the deposit as an Au-Fe-Cu stratabound and epigenetic deposit, 

with disseminated sulphides associated with two sets of veins: an early folded quartz-

carbonate vein system followed by a late, unfolded quartz-carbonate vein set. These unfolded 

veins are associated with widespread albitisation and chloritisation (Milesi et al., 2003) and 

are spatially related to small intermediate intrusive bodies historically interpreted as 

trondhjemite (Figure 43). 

 

Figure 43: simplified surface geology and cross section of Yaou, French Guiana (modified from Combes et al., 
2020) 
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8.2 Laterite 

A target to consider is gold hosted within laterite. Laterite gold is a target of interest on the 

Goliath gold project area as there is a laterite cap currently being eroded that is surrounded 

by alluvial gold workings in the creeks. 

The formation of lateritic and placer gold deposits across the Guiana Shield is assumed to be 

related to the recent (i.e. Phanerozoic) geomorphological and weathering history that shaped 

the modern landscape of the region (Theveniaut and Freyssinet, 2002). Lateritisation and 

erosion-transport processes affected primary gold occurrences and deposits, resulting in the 

development of deeply weathered gold-bearing regolith and placers, respectively (Combes et 

al., 2021). 

An intense illegal operation started in 2018 and focused on the lateritic cap located one 

kilometer south-east of the Goliath Pit. The activity has ceased, and gold production is not 

known (Figure 44 and Figure 45). 

 

Figure 44: illegal workings focusing on lateritic cap exploitation; view looking north 
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Figure 45: drone view of the illegal working 
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9 Exploration 

At the issue date of the Technical Report, no exploration works were conducted by Awalé 

Resources Limited. 

10 Drilling 

At the issue date of the Technical Report, no drilling works were conducted by Awalé 

Resources Limited 

11 Preparation, analyses, and security 

11.1 Introduction 

Consolidated Gold Resources staff have been involved with, or responsible for, the following 

throughout the project: 

• Sample collection 

• Sample preparation of BLEG, soil and rock chip samples 

• Core splitting 

• Delivery of samples to the analytical laboratory 

• Sample storage 

• Sample security. 

All analytical procedures that support the exploration program, including sample preparation 

and analysis, were performed by independent analytical laboratories without company 

involvement. 

Note: The grass root exploration program started in 2019 and it was noted, from database 

auditing, that several information is missing until the Project is properly supervised, from 

2021, by Chris Hughes, Chief Operating Officer of Colossal Gold Resources. 
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11.2 Sampling methods 

11.2.1 Geochemical sampling 

Prior to 2021, information was provided from an internal activity report, Exploration verslag; 

Definitieve Exploratie Resultaten Aan De Minister van Natuurlijke Hulpbronnen dated February 

2020. It is noted that grab and pan samples were taken by geologists and sent to the 

laboratory for Fire Assay. Pan samples were also taken to assess if there is gold in the area. No 

more indication is noted regarding the methodology. 

At the date of that same cited report, several trenches were dug. The shallowest ones were 

systematically sampled at 1 meter interval. Other trenches were sampled by bulk sampling in 

the field. A quantity of one cubic meter was washed in a sluice box from every 5 meters 

interval. 

From 2021, stream sediments samples were collected and directly hand panned to check 

presence of visible gold. 

An internal Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) dedicated to panned sediments sampling was 

prepared in July 2022. The document precisely describes all steps that must be done for the 

follow-up of stream sediments sampling and data entry. 

Note 1: no azimuth and dip were recorded for trenches and there is no “from to” for the 

samples. 

Note 2: SOP was reviewed by author. All steps are clearly described and reach the level of 

quality assessment required for mineral exploration. 

11.2.2 Auger sampling 

Prior to 2021, mechanical auger was used, and depth of the holes varied between 7 and 15 

meters. Samples were collected on one meter interval. 

From 2021, mechanical and hand auger were used. Depth of the mechanical auger holes 

varied between 2.5 and 18 meters. There was one representative sample collected per hole 

with a composite bulk sample made of the last three meters of each hole. Depth of the hand 

auger holes varied between 0.5 and 10 meters. There was one representative sample 

collected per hole with a composite bulk sample made of the last three meters of each hole 

for most of the cases. 

An internal Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) dedicated to Auger follow-up, sampling and 

QA/QC process was prepared in July 2022. The document describes precisely all steps that 

must be done for the follow-up of mechanical, hand augering and data entry. 
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Note 1: SOP was reviewed by author. All steps are clearly described and reach the level of 

quality assessment required for mineral exploration. 

Note 2: Author did not check the auger chip trays and sample booklets. 

11.2.3 Core sampling 

Core samples from the exploration holes drilled in 2019 show different length according to 

core recovery and geological limits (lithological, alteration, veining etc…). 77% of the samples 

are comprised between 1 and 1.10 meters. Half core is sampled. 

Note: sample core diameter is not noted in the database and the information should be added. 

Sample core type (half and quarter core) should be added too. 

11.3 Analytical and test laboratory 

All assayed samples were prepared for fire assay (Au only), ICP-MS and ICP-AES (multi-

elements) by FILAB SURINAME located Aboenawrokostraat N°71, Paramaribo. FILAB has the 

ISO 9001:2015 certification (renewed in 2021) valid until December 4, 2024. Author of the 

report visited twice the laboratory in 2021 while working for another company in Suriname. 

One batch of samples (field samples) was sent to Enza Analytical Services located 

Schietbaanweg, Paramaribo for umpire testing. 

FILAB SURINAME and Enza Analytical Services are independents from Consolidated Gold 

Resources and Awalé Resources. 

11.4 Sample preparation and analysis 

11.4.1 Sample preparation 

The FILAB sample preparation procedure (FILAB code PSTA1) consisted of: 

• Drying at 105°C 

• Crush up to one kilogram passing 2.5 millimetres 

• Rifle split to get 250 to 350 grams 

• Pulverize to 85% passing 90 µm 
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11.4.2 Sample analysis 

The method used to dissolve the gold/silver bead is the classic Aqua Regia method. The bead 

is introduced into a test tube, then 1ml HNO3 at 50% is added. The tube is placed in a hot 

water bath (about 95°C) for 10 minutes. Addition of 1.5ml HCL and an additional 20 mins in 

hot water. Once the tube has cooled, demineralized water is added for a final volume of 10ml. 

Finally, each tube is mixed using a vortex mixer. Once the solution has rested and is clear, it is 

analyzed by atomic absorption spectrometer. 

For multi-elements analysis, 0.250 grams of dry homogeneous sample (reduced at < 100 µm) 

is placed in a test tube. Then 2 ml HF is added and mixed. The tube is placed for 45 minutes at 

125°C into a hot block. Addition and mixing of 1.5 ml of HNO3. Addition and mixing of 1.5 ml 

HCl and 1.5 ml HClO4 and additional 50 minutes at 125°C into the hot block. Once tube is 

cooled, demineralized water is added for a final volume of 50 ml. Each tube stands at room 

temperature for one hour minimum up to 12 hours maximum. 15 ml test tubes are placed on 

the auto-sampler and assayed with the Inductively coupled plasma 

11.5 Quality assurances and quality control 

11.5.1 Diamond drillholes samples 

The quality assurances and quality control (QA/QC) on the core samples from the 2019 drill 

program included: 

• Two blank samples were introduced for a total of 795 assay results of core samples. 

• A total of 39 standard samples were introduced as well or 1 standard every 20 

samples. Note that: 

▪ Eight standards are very low-grade standards with target assay up to 0.012 

g/t Au.  

▪ Three standard samples have also target assay of 0.053 g/t Au, more 

suitable for soil geochemistry samples than for core assays. 

▪ In addition, six standards are recorded as unknown in the database; 4 of 

them are very low-grade standards with target assay up to 0.012 g/t Au and 

2 of them have also target assay of up to 0.053 g/t Au. 

▪ This leaves only 24 standards greater than 0.1 g/t gold in the dataset. 

▪ The highest standard has target value of 1.22 g/t Au, much below the 9 assay 

results greater than 5.0 g/t Au and the highest assay results of 31.2 g/t Au. 

• The company did not make field duplicates.  
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• In addition, the laboratory inserted 12 laboratory blanks, 14 laboratory standards 

and 212 laboratory duplicates. 

Results of company blanks and standards 

The two blank samples returned satisfactory values of 0.004 and 0.005 g/t gold.  

The 17 company standards with very low grade, below 0.1 g/t gold, returned low results as 

expected, but only 5 returned gold values within the accepted limits. Six were assayed at 0.004 

g/t gold below the target values of 0.012 or 0.047 g/t gold. Finally, six were reported as 

unknown in the database (Table 6). 

 

Table 6: results of standard samples less than 0.1 g/t Au used in the 2019 drilling program 

Fifteen out of the 24 standards above 0.1 g/t gold returned assays within the expected range 

of target value plus or minus two standard deviations. Results are highlighted in green in Table 

7.  

Seven more fall within a limit of target value plus or minus three standard deviations that can 

be occasionally tolerated. Results are highlighted in orange in Table 7.  

Two samples failed to meet even the tolerance limits. Results are highlighted in red in Table 

7.  

Noteworthy, all standards that failed to meet the expected range of target value plus or minus 

two standard deviations (OREAS 501c, OREAS 503c and OREAS 505) are made from porphyry 

copper material. As different types of material as oxide vs. fresh rock or very different 

compositions can influence the final assay results, check was made if they were inserted in 

highly weathered horizons, but this was only the case with one out of 9 failing standards.  

It would have been a good practice to ask for re-assaying of the samples surrounding at least 

the two worst assay results in red in Table 7.  

Standard ID
Au-FA50 

ppm

Expected 

FA Au ppm

Expected FA 

Au ppm less 2 

Std Dev

Expected FA 

Au ppm plus 

2 Std Dev

Sample ID Hole ID LabJobNo Comment

OREAS 25a 0.001 0.001 6890 DD4 190823

OREAS 25a 0.001 0.001 6950 DD4 190823

OREAS H1 0.004 0.012 0.010 0.014 6470 DD3 190851

OREAS H1 0.004 0.012 0.010 0.014 6810 DD4 190823

OREAS H1 0.004 0.012 0.010 0.014 6830 DD4 190823

OREAS H1 0.004 0.012 0.010 0.014 6930 DD4 190823

OREAS H5 0.004 0.047 0.035 0.059 6340 DD1 190639

OREAS H5 0.004 0.047 0.035 0.059 6410 DD3 190851

OREAS 45e 0.045 0.053 0.047 0.059 6770 DD4 190823

OREAS 45e 0.050 0.053 0.047 0.059 6870 DD4 190823

OREAS 45e 0.046 0.053 0.047 0.059 6910 DD4 190823

Unknown 0.004 6570 DD5 190802

Unknown 0.004 6630 DD5 190802

Unknown 0.005 6650 DD5 190802

Unknown 0.045 6670 DD5 190802 Probably OREAS 45e

Unknown 0.050 6710 DD5 190802 Probably OREAS 45e

Unknown 0.004 6730 DD5 190802
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Table 7: results of standard samples greater than 0.1 g/t Au used in the 2019 drilling program 

Results of laboratory duplicates 

For the 2019 drill program assays, Filab had made 41 repeat assays from the same pulp (LPD) 

and 171 assays from a new split from the coarse reject (LCD).  

The laboratory pulp duplicate graph (Figure 46) shows a very good correlation between the 

pulp duplicate and its corresponding original gold assay. Similarly, the laboratory coarse 

duplicate graph (Figure 47) shows a very good correlation between the coarse duplicate and 

its corresponding original assay. Both graphs show that the dispersion is very limited as well. 

Standard ID
Au-FA50 

ppm

Expected 

FA Au ppm

Expected FA 

Au ppm less 2 

Std Dev

Expected FA 

Au ppm plus 

2 Std Dev

Sample ID Hole ID LabJobNo Comment

OREAS 501c 0.205 0.221 0.207 0.235 6160 DD2 190944 May be tolerated, within 3 standard deviation

OREAS 501c 0.201 0.221 0.207 0.235 6240 DD2 190944 May be tolerated, within 3 standard deviation

OREAS 501c 0.204 0.221 0.207 0.235 6370 DD3 190851 May be tolerated, within 3 standard deviation

OREAS 501c 0.205 0.221 0.207 0.235 6450 DD3 190851 May be tolerated, within 3 standard deviation

OREAS 501c 0.201 0.221 0.207 0.235 6550 DD3 190851 May be tolerated, within 3 standard deviation

OREAS 251 0.665 0.504 0.474 0.534 6850 DD4 190823 Possible field mistake (OREAS 252)

OREAS 505 0.515 0.555 0.527 0.583 6180 DD2 190944 May be tolerated, within 3 standard deviation

OREAS 505 0.511 0.555 0.527 0.583 6220 DD2 190944 Close to 3 standard deviation

OREAS 505 0.551 0.555 0.527 0.583 6390 DD3 190851

OREAS 505 0.561 0.555 0.527 0.583 6530 DD3 190851

OREAS 252 0.665 0.674 0.630 0.718 6320 DD1 190639

OREAS 252 0.677 0.674 0.630 0.718 6590 DD5 190802

OREAS 252 0.674 0.674 0.630 0.718 6610 DD5 190802

OREAS 252 0.669 0.674 0.630 0.718 6690 DD5 190802

OREAS 252 0.675 0.674 0.630 0.718 6750 DD5 190802

OREAS 252 0.671 0.674 0.630 0.718 6790 DD4 190823

OREAS 503c 0.690 0.698 0.668 0.728 6140 DD2 190944

OREAS 503c 0.679 0.698 0.668 0.728 6200 DD2 190944

OREAS 503c 0.685 0.698 0.668 0.728 6280 DD2 190944

OREAS 503c 0.661 0.698 0.668 0.728 6490 DD3 190851 May be tolerated, within 3 standard deviation

OREAS 253 1.279 1.220 1.132 1.308 6120 DD2 190944

OREAS 253 1.284 1.220 1.132 1.308 6260 DD2 190944

OREAS 253 1.302 1.220 1.132 1.308 6430 DD3 190851

OREAS 253 1.285 1.220 1.132 1.308 6510 DD3 190851
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Figure 46: graph of laboratory pulp duplicates (repeat assays from the same pulp) 

 

Figure 47: graph of laboratory coarse duplicates (new assays from a split from the coarse sample) 
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Conclusions on QA/QC of drill holes 

To be complete, the QA/QC protocol on drill samples should have included field duplicates 

(FD). However, the resampling program by the author of this report partly compensates the 

original lack of FDs (see SECTION 12). Coarse and pulp duplicates show a good analytical 

precision by the assay laboratory. The failure of two standards should have prompted re-

assaying at the time. But more important is the fact that: 

•  only 24 standards are above 0.1 g/t gold reducing the effective content of 

standards in the drill sample shipments from 5% to 3%,  

• There is a lack of standard above 1.22 g/t gold and  

• the presence of only 2 real blank samples representing 0.25% of all samples is 

insufficient.  

Despite these limitations on the QA/QC protocol, particularly in the monitoring of the 

analytical accuracy, and follow-up of sample sections with failing standard results, no major 

issue with the assay results could be identified and the results seem to fairly represent the 

gold content of the core at an exploration stage. The QA/QC protocol and follow-up will need 

to be reinforced for further drilling. 

11.5.2 Auger samples 

As there was virtually no QA/QC program for the auger samples collected in 2019, the 

following description only concerns auger samples collected in 2021-2022: 

• A total of 14 standard samples with expected values ranging from 12 ppb gold 

(close to a geochemical blank) to 2.53 g/t gold were introduced for a total of 518 

assay results of mechanized and hand auger samples. Eight more hand auger 

samples were not analysed. 

• A total of 13 field duplicates were collected as well.  

• In addition, the laboratory inserted 9 laboratory blanks, 8 laboratory standards and 

17 laboratory duplicates. 

The 14 standards including 2 that may be considered as geochemical blanks (standards with 

expected assay result of 12 ppb gold) globally returned expected assay results with only, as 

for core samples, weaker assay results in the very low-grade standards. The field duplicates 

show very little dispersion of the results. Considering that the soil program is only an 

exploration program and not a surface definition program, the 2021 QA/QC protocol is 

considered adequate and its results satisfactory. Introduction of real blanks are recommended 

for future programs. 
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11.5.3 Exploration samples 

Exploration samples comprise rock with some trench and soil samples.  

The rock sampling program included the following QA/QC samples: 

• No blank but 24 standard samples were introduced for a total of 447 assay results 

of rock samples. 

• A total of 24 field duplicates were collected as well.  

• In addition, the laboratory inserted 11 laboratory blanks, 11 laboratory standards 

and 111 laboratory duplicates. 

The 24 standards samples returned generally acceptable assay results but with lower values 

in very low-grade standards. The highest standard used was 0.674 g/t gold for a highest assay 

of 6.8 g/t gold, it is recommended to also use higher-grade standards in the future. The 24 

field duplicates show very little dispersion of the results. However, they are all low-grade with 

the highest assay result of a field duplicate being 0.434 g/t gold.  

The soil sampling program included the following QA/QC samples:   

• Seven blanks and 19 standard samples were introduced for a total of 567 assay 

results of soil samples. 

• A total of 26 field duplicates were collected as well.  

• In addition, the laboratory inserted 9 laboratory blanks, 11 laboratory standards 

and 60 laboratory duplicates. 

All blanks returned correct assay results of 0.001 g/t gold. The 19 standards samples returned 

generally lower assay in very low-grade standards. The only higher standard was correctly 

assayed at 0.501 g/t gold for a target value of 0.504 g/t gold. The highest soil samples were 

assayed at 0.880 g/t gold. The 26 field duplicates show very little dispersion of the soil results.  

11.5.4 Conclusions 

Despite weaknesses in the QA/QC protocol and follow-up of failures, the assay results are 

considered as acceptable at the exploration stage. In regard with the database provided, it is 

clear, again, that there is a difference on ground exploration work follow-up since 2021. 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) were put in place in order to enhance QA/QC protocols 

and follow-up for future work and particularly for any sampling program that may be 

considered in future resource estimates.  
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12 Data verification 

12.1 Databases 

Consolidated Gold Resources data are stored in two main Excel folders where historic records 

(prior to 2021) and actual ones are merged. 

Diamond drill holes, mechanical auger and hand auger data are stored in the first three sheets 

of the first folder (collars, survey, and assays). Next sheet is dedicated for field samples that 

includes grab, channel, trenches, and composite data + assays. The fifth one is dedicated for 

soil samples; the sixth one for stream sediments and the last one for field observations. Auger 

geology, DD geology and DD recovery are stored in the last three sheets. 

The second Excel folder records all quality assessment and quality control put in place by 

Consolidated Gold Resources and by the laboratories which assayed the samples. 

The data comparison between the two Excel folders can be done using filters on columns: 

Laboratory job numbers, on sample numbers, and on sample type. There is one database 

manager dedicated to data entry and data verification. 

Note 1: the merging of all data was done when the Project had a continuous supervision since 

2021. Prior to that date, numerous Excel files were stored in different folders. Not all 

information was noted such as date of drilling, laboratory report date, supervising 

technician/geologist for example. Data prior to 2021 do not have a 100% confidence. 

Note 2: a protocol for data entry should be written to not repeat mistakes done prior 2021. 

Note 3: the use of Excel folders for data recording can be a source of errors (copy and paste, 

merging etc..). It is recommended to create listings to reduce potential errors and an internal 

QA/QC procedure for data check. 

Note 4: it was noted on the second Excel folder that numerous laboratory reports are 

associated with Soil but should be associated with Auger. It is recommended to associate the 

reports with Auger as depth of samples collected and sample preparation are not the same 

between auger samples and soil samples. 

12.2 Analysis certificates 

Certificates are stored in a dedicated folder. Certificates from May 13, 2019 to May 11 2022, 

are present. Certificates prior to May 2019 are missing. 

Note: it is therefore recommended to request the laboratory to double check and send the 

missing certificates to complete the database. 
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12.3 Field verification 

12.3.1 Drilling collars and trenches 

No drill collars and trenches could be checked in the field as the size of the illegal pit increased 

and destroyed any collar beacon erected at that time. 

12.3.2 Drill holes 

The 2019 drill core is at the CGR camp in a dedicated location but are stored in white plastic 

core boxes for which extreme weather conditions may not be best for extended storage. 

Mineralized parts of holes DD2, DD4 and DD5 and the entire hole DD3 were checked by the 

author. It was noted that not all core boxes have precise depth noted. Core blocks are made 

of wood and depth notation is illegible in most of the case. The end of each sample is marked 

with paper tag and in most of the case there are no annotations on the core box itself. 

Historic logs show that holes were logged per sample but with no code to describe geological, 

structural and hydrothermal features. Drill holes were then relogged by the new team put in 

place in 2021 with proper codes to describe main features and it was done by domains rather 

than per sample interval. 

The holes were not surveyed and oriented downhole. Therefore, there is no complete survey 

and structural database. 

Samples lengths were based on geology and mineralization. While checking the core, the 

author noted that half core at the end of some samples do not join meaning that samplers 

mixed upper or bottom part of the core. It was also suspected some sample inversion occurred 

regarding historic results and mineralization expression within the core. 

It is worth noting that the holes were drilled in four different directions below the open pit for 

a quick check to confirm presence of gold, understand the mineralization expression and to 

describe the host rock. It may explain the lack of rigor in the sampling and the method of 

logging. 

12.4 Assays verification 

Quarter core re-assays were done on 15 samples on which 7 QA/QC samples were added (3 

CRM and 4 coarse blanks). Core boxes were transported to Paramaribo where samples were 

cut and prepared. Notations were added to the core boxes where ¼ samples were selected. 
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Sample preparation was the same method as the one done in 2019. FILAB confirmed they 

didn’t change the analysis equipment since then. Gravimetry finish for all samples above 5 g/t 

Au was requested. 

One standard, CDN-GS-P6D, fell outside of the mean +-2 standard deviations prompting a 

request for re-assaying surrounding samples 7406 to 7411. The new results show standard re-

assay is now correct. Re-assayed samples around the CRM show results in accordance with 

what was previously analyzed. 

One sample inversion is confirmed with sample number 6446 on DD3. For most of the other 

samples, re-assaying show lower gold grade possibly explained by the fact that less material 

is tested (1/4 core vs ½ core) and by probable nugget effects. High grade zones are confirmed. 

Gold presence in the vein system is confirmed as well as economic grades. 

Table 8 below shows their characteristics and assays comparison. 
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HOLE 
ID FROM  TO 

ORIGINAL 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 

REASSAYS 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 

DATE 
ORIGINAL 

CERTIFICATE 
ORIGINAL 

REASSAYS 
QAQ/QC 

ORIGINAL 
ASSAYS 
(ppm) 
First cut 

ORIGINAL 
ASSAYS 
(ppm) 
Replicate 

ORIGINAL 
ASSAYS 
(ppm) 
Second 
cut 

REASSAYS 
(ppm) 
First cut 

REASSAYS 
(ppm) 
Replicate 

REASSAYS 
(ppm) 
Second 
cut 

2nd 
REASSAYS 
(ppm) 

GRAVIMETRY 
FINISH 

        7401     BLANK       < 0.005        

DD2 84 85.3 6174 7402 07/10/2019 190944   6.96   6.03 2.633   2.721    

DD2 85.25 86.3 6175 7403 07/10/2019 190944   1.762   1.795 0.924        

DD2 136.5 138 6227 7404 07/10/2019 190944   13.57   14.3 14.88   15.4  15.14 

        7405     BLANK       0.006        

DD3 95 96 6445 7406 15/10/2019 190851   2.811   2.922 0.831     0.804   

DD3 96 97 6446 7407 15/10/2019 190851   0.031 0.035   10.2   11.05 10.41 10.51 

        7408     
CDN-GS-P6D 
(0.769 +/- 0.093) 

      0.611     0.778   

DD3 131 132 6483 7409 15/10/2019 190851   1.097     0.736     0.752   

DD3 132 133 6484 7410 15/10/2019 190851   3.496   3.436 1.912     1.972   

DD3 133 134 6485 7411 15/10/2019 190851   3.995   3.98 2.18   2.142 2.147   

        7412     BLANK       < 0.005        

DD3 167 168 6521 7413 15/10/2019 190851   0.017     0.057 0.049      

DD3 168 169 6522 7414 15/10/2019 190851   2.786   2.56 0.016        

DD3 169 170 6523 7415 15/10/2019 190851   1.338   1.486 2.667   2.723    

        7416     
CDN-GS-1X 
(1.299 +/- 0.132) 

      1.246     
 

  

DD4 113.5 114 6871 7417 04/09/2019 190823   2.703   2.843 0.031        

DD4 114.25 115 6872 7418 04/09/2019 190823   0.52   0.574 0.029        

DD4 115 116 6873 7419 04/09/2019 190823   13.93   12.46 12.11   11.75  12.15 

        7420     BLANK       0.005        

DD5 127 128 6680 7421 27/08/2019 190802   0.461 0.471   1.168        

        7422     
CDN-GS-3T (3.05 
+/- 0.19) 

      2.982     
 

  

Table 8: assays verification done on quarter core from 2019 diamond drill holes (bold numbers show the biggest difference)
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12.5 QP’s opinion on data adequacy 

The QP is of the opinion that the data used in this Technical Report is adequate for its use. 

13 Mineral processing and metallurgical testing 

No mineral processing or metallurgical testing has been done on the property. 

14 Mineral resource estimates 

There are no mineral resource estimates on the property. 

15 Mineral reserve estimates 

There are no mineral reserve estimates on the property. 

16 Mining methods 

This chapter does not apply to this report. 

17 Recovery methods 

This chapter does not apply to this report. 

18 Project infrastructure 

This chapter does not apply to this report. 

19 Market studies and contracts 

This chapter does not apply to this report. 
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20 Environmental studies, permitting and social or community 

impact 

This chapter does not apply to this report. 

21 Capital and operating costs 

This chapter does not apply to this report. 

22 Economic analysis 

This chapter does not apply to this report. 

23 Adjacent properties 

The Goliath exploitation permit is part of the Northwest Goliath Project (NWGP) which 

includes the Koluku exploration permit to the west, the Savanna and the Aura exploration 

permits to the South. Those permits are part of the deal between Colossal Gold Resources and 

Awalé Resources (Figure 48). 

The NWGP is also adjacent to the Renarte exploration licence, which was under an historic 

option agreement (the Renarte option has subsequently not been pursued by CGR). 

Located 45 kilometres east of the Northwest Goliath Project, there is the Rosebel and 

Saramacca permit package which belongs to IamGold Corporation who sold it to Zijin Mining. 

The Iamgold Rosebel mine (7.4 Moz) has been in operation for more than 10 years. Recent 

discoveries have extended the life of mine at Rosebel, the most recent being at Saramacca 

(2.0 Moz). 

Note 1: Rosebel and Saramacca MRMR numbers from IAG news release 23rd February 2022; 

“IamGold reports 2021 attributable reserves OF 12.4 million ounces and attributable M&I 

resources of 22.1 million ounces”. 

Note 2: Author of the Technical Report has been unable to verify the measured and inferred 

gold resources quoted above. These resources are not necessarily indicative of the 

mineralization on the property that is the subject of the Technical Report 
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Figure 48: Iamgold/Zijin permit package and NWGP permits 

24 Other relevant data and information 

No other additional information or explanation is considered necessary to make the technical 

report understandable and not misleading. 

25 Interpretation and conclusions 

25.1 Interpretation and conclusions 

Colossal Gold Resources through its Surinamese subsidiary, Consolidated Gold Resources 

(CGR), has two projects in Suriname: the Northwest Goliath Project (NWGP) and the 

Northwest Extension Project (NWEP). This technical report focuses on NWGP and more 

specifically on the Goliath exploitation license where the bulk of the fieldwork has been done. 

The group of permits forming the NWGP (Goliath, Koluku, Savanna and Aura) is located on the 

western limit of the Marowijne Greenstone Belt. The Goliath exploitation permit was the 

subject of an airborne geophysical survey, the interpretation of which showed a NNE 

structural orientation associated with moderate to intense folding of the Paramaka 
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Formation. This trend is also reflected in the geology with a metavolcanic belt dominating the 

central parts of the project area. This metavolcanic belt is bound to the east and west by basin 

sediments. These lithological contacts are currently interpreted to be similar to the ‘belt-basin 

margin’ contacts of the Birimian in west Africa, which are considered highly prospective for 

economic gold mineralization. 

The area currently mined illegally has shown that gold is expressed in a network of 

quartz/carbonate/sulphide veins hosted in a felsic rock of plutonic origin defined as a quartz 

monzonite. The extension to the NE and SW of the gold mineralization has been demonstrated 

by the interpretation of the geochemical results from the auger samples. 

The geophysical interpretation and the expression of the mineralization demonstrated by the 

2019 diamond drilling show that the Goliath project has similarities to carry gold deposits 

similar to those present within the Guyana Shield. The exploration at the Northwest Goliath 

Project merits significant further exploration and warrants the funding to advance, including 

a drilling program. The exploration of Consolidated Gold Resources has demonstrated 

mineralization extension around the Goliath pit. The area is structurally complex and requires 

good interpretation to track felsic intrusives and exploring the contacts between the 

Paramaka formation and the interpreted sedimentary basins. It will generate new possible 

drill targets. 

The team managing and supervising the mineral exploration since 2021 has the experience to 

conduct such type of exploration program and meet the industry standards expected 

regarding data entry, data quality and data interpretation. 

25.2 Risks and Uncertainties 

The risks and uncertainties that could affect mineral exploration on the Goliath Project are the 

same as for all exploration programs and strategies. As for the exploration information the 

data comprises field data from low level geochemical (including drillhole assays) and 

geophysical programs with a very low level of risk. After mid May 2021, the methodologies 

used for sampling and assaying are considered appropriate and have a very low level of risk 

associated with them. Geological interpretation of the assembled desktop and field data is 

considered by the Author as entirely reasonable with a low level of risk. The exploration data 

is considered reliable. 

In addition, there are currently no permitting and surface rights issues that prevent Awalé 

Resources Limited from completing their future exploration and drilling programs on the 

Project. 

However, the presence of illegal miners currently working and exploiting the Goliath Pit within 

the Project represents a social and environmental risks. 
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The biggest risk to mineral exploration is the non-occurrence of mineralization of a significant 

tenor as to be available for economic extraction. This can only be established by conducting 

exploration programs. The staged exploration process allows for careful management of 

geoscientific risk and will optimize to delineate the mineralization. 

26 Recommendations 

A detailed 18-month exploration program, divided in two phases is recommended over the 

NWG project. Advancing on phase 2 is contingent on positive results in the Phase 1. Total 

proposed budget is estimated at 1 929 950 USD. 

26.1 Phase 1 

A 6-month regional program focusing on generating additional drilling targets and described 

in Table 9. Total budget is estimated at 409 200 USD. 

Phase 1   

Structural evaluation:   

Structure mapping (geologists time)   

Channel sampling - colluvium (250 samples) 6 000 

Trenching (digging and sampling, 1000 samples) 12 500 

Structural expertise 12 000 

Ground Geophysics:   

Ground geophysics test program 12 000 

Target Generation :   

Stream sediment sampling (150 samples) 3 750 

Airborne Geophysical Survey:   

Acquire 75 000 

Interpret 15 000 

Assess aeromag targets 18 250 

Auger Drilling:   

Auger line preparation - excavator 15 000 

Auger Drilling (2500m) 75 000 

Auger sampling 7 500 

Camp, salaries, management (6 month) 120 000 

TOTAL 372 000 

    

10% contingency 37 200 

TOTAL EXPLORATION PHASE 1 409 200 

Table 9: proposed phase 1 budget at NWGP 
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26.2 Phase 2 

A 12-month detailed exploration program focusing on the Goliath pit extension and on drilling 

the potential newly generated targets defined during phase 1 is described in Table 10. Total 

budget is estimated at 1 520 750 USD 

Phase 2   

Ground Geophysics:   

Ground geophysics gradient + IP 60 000 

Diamond Drilling:   

DD pad preparation - excavator 10 000 

Diamond Drilling (5000m) 750 000 

DD sampling 125 000 

Lidar:   

Acquire   90 000 

Interpret 10 000 

Auger Drilling:   

Auger line preparation - excavator 15 000 

Auger Drilling (2500m) 75 000 

Auger sampling 7 500 

Camp, salaries, management (12 month) : 240 000 

TOTAL 1 382 500 

    

10% contingencies 138 250 

TOTAL EXPLORATION PHASE 2 1 520 750 

Table 10: proposed phase 2 budget at NWGP 
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